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H.R. 670, THE SCHOOL COMPLETION AND
INCENTIVES ACT

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Miami, FL
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:45 a.m., in the

County Commission Chambers, Miami, Florida, Hon. Claude
Pepper [acting chairman of the subcommittee] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Pepper, Perkins, Hayes, and
Rahall.

Staff present: June Harris, legislative specialist.
Mr. PEPPER. The subcommittee will come to order, please.
I am very proud today to have here as our guests three distin-

guished Democratic members of the House Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor and of the Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education. The senior on the committee is the
Honorable Charles A. Hayes, Democrat of Chicago, who has had an
illustrious career in his own great city, and who nas been a very
powerful voice for civil rights, for human rights, and for education
and prevention of school dropouts in the House of Representatives.
He is a very cherished friend of mine, and I am most grateful to
him for being here to lend his presence to us on this occasion. He
will have an opportunity to make any opening statement he would
like to make in a short time.

Ancther of our distinguished colleagues joining us today is the
Honorable Carl Perkins of the State of Kentucky, a Democrat, il-
lustrious son of a very illustrious father, Carl Perkins, who was, for
many, many years, a distinguished Member of the House of Repre-
sentatives. When the distin *fished senior Carl Perkins died, he
was succeeded by Carl Perkins, Junior, who honors us with .1is
presence here today. He was then only 30 years old, just 5 years
older than the Constitution enabled him to be a Member of the
House of Representatives; the Constitution provides for 25. He has
made an illustrious record as a supporter of education and human
rights and all the things that mean more to make life healthier
and happier for the future of this country. So we are very grateful
to the Honorable Carl Perkins for being here with us today.

Also, we are honored to have with us the Honorable Nick Rahall
of West Virginia. Mr. Rahall is a long time and close friend of
mine, and he is known in the House of Representatives as the elo-

(1)
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quent champion of the coal industry, the main industry of his
State. He eloquently defends and protects the interests of that
great industry in the House. In addition to that, he is a very valua-
ble member of this Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and
Vocational Education, and we are proud to have him and his mani-
fested interest in this subject to honor us with his presence here
today.

I am going to make a little statement, and then each one of these
distinguished gentlemen will have an opportunity to make any
such opening statement as he would like to make. I am particular-
ly indebted, as we all are on this committee, to the Superintendent
of Public Instruction of Dade County, the Honorable Joseph Fer-
nandez, who has been instrumental in helping me draft this legis-
lation that is the subject of our hearing today and has been most
helpful in putting together this hearing.

Also, lending very valuable assistance has been Dr. Marilyn Neff,
who is assistant superintendent of public instruction of Dade
County; and, incidentally, my colleagues, we have one of the larg-
est public school systems in the country; I believe ours is about the
third largest school system in the Uliited States. We have also had,
lending assistance here, Dr. George Koonce, and Dave Arnett, and
Tom Cerra. They have all been extremely helpful in putting togeth-
er this hearing today.

The President, in his inaugural address, said last Thursday
evening--maybe most of you heard it on the TV and radio"I
want to cut the dropout rate and make America a more literate
nation." So it shows that at the highest level of our Government
there is great concern about this serious problem of dropouts.

In responding to the address of the President, the Honorable
Lloyd Bentsen of Texas, the United States Senator, said thV follow-
ing: "Right now, 25 percent of our youngsters won't finish high
school; 25 million Americans can't read the warning labels on abottle of poison." It shows also the great concern of one of the
prominent members of the Senate, the recent Democratic nomineefor Vice President.

Also speaking in response to the President's address, the distin-
guished Speaker of the House of Representatives said, "Since 1980,
the Federal investment in education has actually declined by 12
percent." From the President on down, the need, and the emphatic
need, of doing something about the school dropout problem is mani-
fest.

Unfortunately, Federal assistance has diminished, as said here
by the Speaker, by 12 percent. In his budget message, the President
also said, "The longer our graduation lines are today, the shorter
our unemployment lines will be tomorrow." Unfortunately, the
President did not put resources where his rhetoric took him in this
important matter.

We need to make a bold statement of our national commitment
to universal education. We must set goals toward improving our
high school completion rates. We must insist that States make
plans to meet those goals, and we must see that the Federal Gov-
ernment provides its share of the needed funding. That is the idea
behind the bill that I've introduced, H.R. 670, which is the subject
of this hearing today.

6
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In Dade County, percent of our black children finish high
school, and 47 percent of our Hispanic children. So the tragedy is
that those youngstersand we are going to hear from some stu-
dents who are here todayare going to be handicapped the rest of
their lives by not having an opportunity to finish school.

About one-quarter of our children do mi., finish high school. The
problem is especially sever... in our inner cities, where dropout
rates are nearly double the national norm. Conservative estimates
suggest that one million children drop out of school each year. The
children who drop out face serious obstacles Dropouts earn only 78
perctmi. of the average wages of those with high schoo'.. degrees.
They are more likely to lose their jobs, when they have them, and
to be relegated to the lowest paying, lowest status occupations.
Only three-quarters of the men who drop out participate in the
labor force, whereas 90 percent of the those who finish high school
hold a job or are lookirg for one.

The children of dropouts are likely to be poor and to drop out
themselves. Only 7 percent of the children live in poverty if both
parents are high school graduates, but abo'it 40 percent are poor if
the parents are dropouts. So if a boy and girl drop out of high
school, they are not only flattening the hopes for their own futures
for jobs, and for decent pay, and for a decent standard of living, but
the chances are, they are condemning their children to a similar
deprivation as well. Only 7 percent of the children, I repeat, lire in
poverty if both parents are high school graduates, but about 40 per-
cent are poor if the parents are dropouts.

Society, therefore, pays a price, too, in misery and weakened eco-
nomic growth, in increased crime, drug use, welfare dependency,
and the perpetuation of inequality. The injuries to the social and
moral fabric o' America create a tangible burden: increased wel-
fare payments, unemployment compensation, health- and crime-re-
lated expenditures, lost tax revenues, reduced national productivity
and competitiveness.

I was in Tokyo, Japan, a little bit ago, and I had a briefing from
our people there. They told us that Japan for some time has re-
quired all of its students to stay in public school until they gradu-
ate from high school. That means they are trying to stay ahead of
us. That means we are going to be condemned to stay behind if we
don't give similar training to our students.

One-half of all the boys and girls in America don't go to college
and never will go to college, because if they don't graduate from
high school they are ineligible to go to college, nor do they have
any kind of special tra;ming. That means almost half of Americans
are handicapped in the competitive life of our nation with other
nations of the vT,rid. That means we are going to have to carry
them largely on our backs. That means we are fighting with our
hands tied behind us.

Dade County is in many ways an appropriate site for this hear-
ing. All of the chalk nges, all of the problems associated with drop-
ping out, can be found here: economic, cultural, and linguistic bar-
riers to academic success, drugs, teen pregnancy, a diverse popula-
tion of white Americans, African-American, Hispanic-Americans,
and new immigrants from Haiti and Nicaragua arriving daily.
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A 1985 Dade County study showed alarmingly low completion
rates. The study revealed that 29.5 percent of eighth graders drop
out before graduation. Nearly a third of the eighth graders drop
out before graduation. Less than half of the minority students, as
far as this community is concernedblacks, and Hispanics, and
othersare graduating; 44.1 percent of blacks and 46.8 percent of
Hispanicsthose are the correct figuresare graduating from our
high school. That is less than half of those groups IA- o are graduat-
ing.

It is not just the problem that brought our attention to Miami.
The challenges here are being met with animation and, indeed, co-
operation. Dade County Public Schools, in partnership with parents
and teachers and an enlightened business community, organiza-
tions, and the State of Florida are taking steps that should serve as
a model for other communities, and it is exemplary.

Last Friday, Vice President Quayle visited an elementary school
here, and in a few weeks Senator Kennedy will visit as the chair-
Ilan of the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources.

Today, we have a distinguished group of witnesses, including a
panel of students. We will hear from school administrators, teach-
ers, parents, corporate and community leaders. We need to under-
stand why kids drop out and why we should be concerned, which
programs work and which don't, and what role the Federal Govern-
ment should play.

I want to inPle it clear that the program of this bill is to have
the Federal Government assist the States. This is primarily a State
responsibility, but it is also an obligation of the Government. We
are a nation as well as an aggregation of States, and so the Federal
Government is just as obligated, it seems to me, as the States are
to try to help solve this problem that has so much to do with the
future of our people.

Now I am pleased to invite one of my distinguished colleagues,
Mr. Perkins, on my left. you care t3 --,Eike any opening
statement?

Mr. PERKINS. I wou'Al be pleased to, Mr. Chairman.
It is a great honor, indeed, to be with you today here in Miami,

and it is a great honor personally to be allowed the privilege of
being here by Mr. Pepper. Mr. Pepper, as you all know, is not just
a resource here in Dade County, he is a national resource that we
all look upon as something very special to us all. Indeed, with that
very clarity of vision that he has demonstrated time and time
again, he has invited us here to talk about a problem that has
become increasingly evident as we have looked and seen the prob-
lems of modem society.

Recently, in flu- C.,ngressional Record, I noticed that the distin-
guished chairman, Mr. Pepper, inserted an article detailing the
completion rate of high school at the beginni-ie- of the century. I
thought it was quite interesting. Apparently, ir, the early part of
the century we were doing around 7 to 9 percent in completion of
high school. We can. up, we seemed to peak somewhere around 78
percent, and we fell back down to around 75 percent. Well, as he
mentioned today, as we have stated today, the Japanese are going
85 percent.

a
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You know, it is terribly important in all phases of our society,
whether you are in an urban area, whether you are in a rural
area, to have the competitive tools to be able to compete in the
future.

My distinguished colleague, Mr. Hayes, has labored strenuously
in the last number of years on a variety of pieces of legislation. In
fact, he eventually did get a Dropout Prevention Act inserted into
a major piece of legislation that we were able to pass in the last
Congress. He worked long and hard r that particular provision,
and Mr. Hayes certainly deserves a lard:, amount of credit for the
work that he has done in the past in this area.

This is not something one bill or one effort is going to change, it
is going to be something that has to be done in a variety of differ-
ent ways in different areas. It has got to be a concentrated, holis-
ticif I could use that wordtype of effort that develops from the
people of society from literally the first years onward, and it takes
care of nutrition, it has to do with basic services that children have
to receive if they are going to be able to compete in today's ,world.

Those are some of the thoughts that at least this Member is look-
ing at at this stage, and, again, it is a great honer to be here with
the distinguished chairman, and certainly I know our colleagues
here on the left, Mr. Rahall, my very close personal friend, and Mr.
Hayes, my very close personal friend, have strong feelings and
have made strong efforts in the past to try to assist on this prob-
lem, but the problem is still there, and we have got our homework
to do.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEPPER. I want to emphasize and corroborate the statement

that my distinguished colleague, Mr. Perkins, has made about the
leadership in this cause in the House of Representatives that has
been taken by the distinguished gentleman from Chicago, Mr.
Hayes.

We are delighted to have you here.
Mr. Hi YES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, but let me commend you

for scheduling this hearing.
When my office first advised me that you were having the hear-

ing in Miami and asked me if I could join with you as a member of
this committee, I didn't even ask what the committee was; 1 said,
"Sure. Put me down. I'll go and make the arrangements."

I want you to know that, along with my colleagues, I appreciate
the remarks from Congressman Perkins. This is an issue that I
think our whole nation has to become really concerned about.

My district in Illinois, in Chicago, somewhat parallels yours here
in Dade County when it comes to the kids in the inner high school
who don't stay long enough to get a diploma. It hovers right
around 50 percent of the kids who get out of high school but don't
stay long enough, for one reason or another, to graivate. I think
this is actually an expansion and extension of the bill at I intro-
duced and which we will reintroduce this year, certainly in terms
of dollars.

When I look re: a and see $1 billion a year matching grants to
the States, that is certainly far beyond the $50 million that they
drew up as they try to reduce the deficit and find measures to do
it. We can't do it at the expense of the education of our students,
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and I am glad to see you speaking out and am glad to join with
you, because this is the best defense that this nation can have for
our future. It rests on how we educate our young to become lead-
ers, to become the ones who police this nation of ours, and, God
knows, I am here. It was stupid, they said, for me to come to Miami
and only stay one night when it is snowing in Chicago, but that is
all I can stey. I have to leave this afternoo-n.

[Laughter.]
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you so much.
Now my distinguished friend, Mr. Rahall. He is not only a great

champion of coal, but he is great champion of human rights.
Mr. Nick Rahail.
Mr. RAMIA_AL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is indeed

an honor for me to once again be in the area that you so ably rep-
resent in the halls of the United States Congress and to be at this
important hearing today with you.

You know, Senator Pepper has long had the reputation as a
champion of our nation's senior citizens, and it goes back, as he has
told his colleagues, to his first days in the Florida legislature when
he introduced a bill to abolish the fishing license fee that senior
citizens had to pay. That bill became law before Senator Pepper
was 30 years of age, and it has been that long that he has fought so
hard for our Nation's senior citizens. And many nay ask the ques-
tion now, why is he taking such a leading role, as he is, in educa-
tion and in the efforts to educate and to keep in school our Na-
tion's youth? I think it is best summed up by Senator Pepper's own
quote when he introduced this LI and he told his colleagues on
the Floor of the House of Representatives, when he was quoting
Aristotle, "Education," he remarked, "is the best provision for old
age," and certainly that is very appropriate and explains the Sena-
tor's interest and devotion to the education issue and the keeping
of our children in our nation's schools.

Education is important not only for old age, it is important for
our national defenses. While I am a new member of this committee
and just learning the priorities and the challenges and the crises
that face education in this country, I have for a long time in the
Congress, as a 12-year member of that body, known of my colleague
from Illinois, Mr. Hayes. Not only has he been on the leading edge
of this issue but way ahead of our colleagues in the Congress as far
as trying to address the dropout prevention problem, knowing the
issues, and being able to lead his colleagues into this arena. Indeed,
Representative Hayes has led the administration into the arena of
addressing this issue, as Senator Pepper said, which was addressed
by our President last Thursday night.

So I conclude by saying it is a delight to be in Senator Pepper's
district and to be in an area that he has done so much for in the
Congress of the United States. While helping our country, he has
never forgotten about the people back here in his Congressional
district, and that work and that effort are demonstrated all over
Miami, as I see every time I am down here.

10
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Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much.
If I have unanimous consent to do so, I offer for the record a

little article that I had in the Miami Herald yesterday entitled,
"Our serious school dropout problem." Is there objection? If there
is not, I will offer that for the record.

[The article follows:]



AP SUNDAY FEBRUARY 12, 1989
UV THE MIAMI HERALD VIEWPOINT

Our serious school dropout problem
Ili CLAUDE PEPPER

If the future of a nation hes m its
youth, then the years ahead could Se
very bleak for America By conse

valise estimates the U S educatiocal
system is producing between 7ss Off.
and 1 million high school dropouts annu-
ally About one-quarter of our children
fail ta finish high school, and the dropout
rate is not

rightly
better While Amen-

cans are n tly concerned -hoot budget
deficits, I e that a far we roe deficit.
with ommoLL v.-aegis Icer for our na-
tional well-bra 9. II develolml in the ed-
ucation of ot,- sung people

Throughout my political career, be-
ginning in 1928 when the Florida Legis-
lature approved my tall to exempt the el-
derly from fishing-hcense fees, I have
been closely identified with the rights of
senior citizens Yet it's natural that I'm
also interested in the education of the
young As Aristotle wrote, "Education is
the best provision for old age

In Fonda we have a senous problem
Some 40,000 students dropout of school
each year, only six out of 10 earn a high
school diploma Minonty students are
even less likely to complete their educa-
tion In Dade County only 44 percent of
black students and 47 percent of Latin
students graduate

These students are choosing, at an
age still too young to fully understand the
implications, a lifetime of fialrte, frustra
bon and poverty Dropouts are likely to
be unemployed or confined to low -paying
iobs In 1985 more than 76 percent of
the men who dropped out of lugh sr tool
were employed while 90 percent of loose
who finished their secondary education

Rep Claude RePe, Miami Demo-
( rat, wrote Mu article /asse The Herald

DROPOIIJ HEARING

The U 3 House subcommittee on
elementary, secondary and
vocational education will hold s
hearing on the 'cheeh '. spout
pmbism and s dropout prevenhOn
OM Introduced by Miami
Congressman Claude MPITer at
2 30 rri Monday in the Dade
County CornmIssioti Chamber
Witneeseis MN Include
repreeentetivea of the Dad* Cavity
School Board students, daserown
teachers, pirate Industry and
oommunity issuers

eld a job Dropouts who found jobs re-
ceived an average wage that was 25 per
cent less than high school graduates and
44 percent less than college graduates
Moreover, the children of dropouts are
born with disadvantages that may be in-
surmountable About 40percent of these
children lined below the povenv line
compared to 7 percent of high school
graduates And the children of high
school dropouts arc themselves three
times more likely to leave school before
graduation

Although it is difficult to quantify the
extent of social damage that is caused, it
is clew that vie are paying a heavy price
We suffer from wasted educational op-
portunities and - eakened economic
growth from increases in crime, drug
use, welfare dependency and social strat
&cation In the end these injuries to the
social and moral fabric of America create
a far pore tangible burden ,nneased
welfare payments, unemploymect com-
pensation and heslt h- and cnme-related dropout
expenditures The total cost is about ic

prevention
alpeopare

programs
bestqualified to

611 5 billion a year meet these goals bung people lease
Dropouts also produce less than high school for many reasons disrupted

school graduates, reducing our overall
gross national product and our ability, to
compete in international markets The
one million students who leave school
this year will cost the economy S68 oil
ho, in lost tax revenue during their We
times They will also diminish our future
GNP by $228 billion Even if we could re-
capture just a fraction of those lost wag-
es. perhaps 25 percent, dropouts would
be transformed from people who d-amn
out social resources into rndo duals who
contribute an additional $70,000 to the
economy during their working years

I believe that our dropout rate a con-
tributing to the precariousness of our
once-secure technological leadership
While the number of high school gado-
a ta in the United States has been declin-
ing ever since 1969, our competitors are
successfully educating their yooth More
than 90 percent of the i oung people in
Japan, for example. graduate from high
school We can't design and produce the
next generation of supercomputers with
a nation of dropouts

I recenkly ustrodh:ed legislation that
would make it s national goal to increase
substantially our national high school
cnmplelmn rate by the year 2000 It
would require states to adopt a plan to
double their number of high school grad-
uates over a 10-year period ueginning in
1990 Tc accomplish thus, the legislation
authorizes S1 billion a year in matching
grants to the states The states would
have to spend at least 40 percent of the
funds in schools with high dropout rate.,
low achievement scores or a substantial
enrollment from families below the pov-
erty line It also increases to g3 6 billion
previously authorized funds for special

1

family life, teen preps language
problems academic failures drugs eco-
nomic ince nil, es, lark of role models
Therefore we must develop a variety of
approa-hes I want to see programs that
coordinate wo,klare counseling, reme-
dial instrut bon, drug prevention and new

sciplinaci methods
In our efforts to tn., the national defi-

cit, there are some causes that we can
not afford to neglect Alter so many
years of mortgaging our future for the
present, It is clear that we will leave to-
morrow 's generation a wide array of
°moles social, economic and ens Iron-

mental problems We have an obligation
o ensure that they are more ably pre-

pared to meet those challenges

TEACHNQYALOBSBSPUBSIC
SCHOOLS Two afternoon sessions
on values and the schools will be
held Feb 27 WO 28, as part of the
Southeast Banking Corp
oundation's second annual foot

conference sith the Unlyenity Of
Miami on Ethics and Society

The Monday session ww be on
campus, from 2 to 5 p m at iris Law
School Auditorium Professors
Robert 2 swinwider of ter whim Jty
of Maryland and George Stow of Its
University of Vermont will speak

The Tuesday season wit be worn
2 to 5p m et Me Scut met Bank
6010.9 downtown in MI
&inflexion, On the fourth floor At
Shenker oreeldent Of the Anvseican
FeOeraaon of TeaCheril and
Protege, 0 C Polls of Ste/void
Unvenaly will speak

The symposium coordinated by
IM UM PhilosophyDriPertmenl
includee follow -up discussions

In.public Is violist
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Mr. PEPPER. Now we have a long list of witnesses here. They are
very important witnesses, every one of them. If I may suggest so, I
will ask the witnesses to incorporate their written statement, if
they have one, in tne record and summarize the testimony that
they would like to give, because no doubt we will want to ask them
some questions.

Our first distinguished witness is Dr. Joseph A. Fernandez, and
he will please come up. He will be accompanied by Dr. Marilyn
Neff and then by Mr. Pat Tornillo. Ms. Neff is assistant superin-
tendent of Dade County Public Schools, and Mr. Pat Tornillo is our
distinguished local representative, executive vice president of
Un-ted Teachers of Dade County.

Dr. Fernandez.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOS:2H A. FERNANDEZ, SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, ACCOMPANIED
BY GEORGE KC ONCE, STUDENTS AT RISK PROJECT

Mr. FERNANDEZ. Mr. Chairman, with your indulgence, we had
our first dropout. Dr. Neff slipped and broke her kneecap, so she
will not be able to f - here, but Dr. George Koonce, who is part of
the projert Students at Risk, with your permission, will substitute
for her.

Good morning. First of all, let me thank you for coming to
Miami. It is nice to have you back home Ir. Chairman.

Let me just very quickly tell you al,Jut some of the important
things that happened, because Mr. Pepper is part of our delegation
to the Federal Government. This past year, we passed one rf the
largest bond referendums in the history of this country for capital
construction, $980 million; 72 percent of the senior citizens in this
ommunity voted for it. That was the largest pe..centage of people

that voted for the bond referendum, and it is no small tribute to
the :Airman that he got out there and spoke on our behalf in
terms of the referendum. So again we publicly thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

That will allow us to build 49 new schools and mode- size and
bring up to date 260 existing schools. That is very impon .nt to us,
i,articularly in terms of what this community is like. Every day, I
get 45 Nicaraguan stuaents, every single day; that is two class-
rooms a day. Over a period of a month, we get a little bit less than
an elementary school full of Nicaraguan students. and that has a
tremendous impact on everything we are trying to do here, includ-
ing the dropout issue. I think it exacerbates the problem and
makes it a little more difficult.

Let ale, if I could, for the record, correct some of the data that
are given in terme of dropouts. ih e feel good about what is happen-
ing here, and we think we may have pl. -A of an answer. We are not
sure, the jury is still out on this thing, t it we think we may have
part of an answer. We count our dropouts two ways; we do it legiti-
mately, not like many districts that count the kids of ly that are in
the twelfth grade and who is there at the end of the twelfth grade.
We take longitudinal studies and take it at a time and place, wl3o
in in the eighth grade, and "a follow those kids all the way
through through the twelfth grade, and we lorlt them in. So we see

1 Li
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who is with us at the end when it is time for graduation unless
their educational records have been requested by another educa-
tional institution or unless, unfortunately, they have passed away.
Those are the only two reasons we would take them out of the
study.

When we started the study back in 1980, we ran it from 1980
through 1985. We had a 29.5 percent dropout rate. We have just
done the study from 1982 through 1987, and we have reduced the
dropout rate from 29 to 24.5, and we think part of the reason that
that has occurred is some of the things that I want to tell the com-
mittee about.

We have embarked on a thing that we call school-based manage-
ment decision-making where, literally, we are letting the schools at
the local level, the people that are right there in the front lines
facing their students day in and day o A, dealing with their com-
munity day in and day out, coming up with solutions to their at-
risk problem, and we identify students. Every school in our district
gets a profile at the beginning of the year that tells them about
their students grades 4 through 12, and it identifies for them stu-
dents that are potentially at risk.

We have a profile of an at-risk kid, and there woii . any mys-
tery to it. You all would, I think, buy into it: teenage i .egnancy,
gang activities, sub ;tame abuse activities, poor grades, poor attend-
ance, tardiness, alienation at home, and the list goes on. But if you
had so many of these characteristics, you would fall into this at-
risk lift, this profile. So every school knows up front who the stu-
dents are that they have to do some intervention strategies with.

We b Isically have told the schools, "Devise the kind of strategies
7nu want to do; don't let is get in your way; don't let the central
office get in your way or the State Department, or the Feds, for
that matter, get in your way, but tell us what it is you have to do
at your school, and come up with the programs that you think you
have to do at your school."

As a result of that, we think a lot of creative things have oc-
curred at various schools. At the senior high schools, for example,
one of our schools discoveredand you took some interest in this a
year or so back, Congressman Pepperone of our schools discov-
ered what they call the Trans-Air syndrome, and that is that kids
have to leave school in order to buy a Ti 's -Am, to have a car. It is
part of the culture of that particular school. So we have a high
dropout rate for students that leave to go to work.

They discovered that one way to combat that was to expand the
school day. Instead of having the traditional seven-period daybe-
cause many of thebe kids are working until 12 or 1 o'clock in the
moraing, and then they don't make it to school at 7:00 or 7:30 in
the morning, when our senior high schools startthey have ex-
panded the school day to a 14-period day. That has a dramatic
impact on the number of kids who were dropping out from that
school.

Another schot created a night high school, not an adult center
but a night high school, where it was an expansion of the school
day for the students that had to attend school at nigh;-, and, at the
same time, could participate in some of the aetivitiea during the
day.

14
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The Teachers As Mentors Program, one on one, where I, as the
teacher, would be assigned to one of those at-risk kids that is iden-
tified on the profile, and I would act as big brother or big sister to
that particular student even though that student may not be in my
class, but it is a one-on-one relationship, somebody there when you
need them, somebody to 'help you get through the tough times of
going through high school, particularly if you came from a situa-
tion where you had some of the characteristics of an at-risk kid.

Time are some of the things that they have come up with; busi-
ness people serving PS mentors. You have behind me Mr. Fair, that
you are going to hear from a little bit later on. He is the chief exec-
utive officer of our Urban League. He serves as a mentor for some
kids in some of the schools. Those are the kinds of programs that
have really been having an impact.

But beyond that, we have some other things. We have come up
with the realization that we have to get at these kids earlier. You
can't wait until they are in high school to get at them. At that
point, all you are doing is intervention strategy, you are nct doing
anything to really change anything.

So we have decided that the best thing for us in this district is to
get at these kids in the elementary school. We have put in place
107 pre-k programs for three- and four-year-old disadvantaged kids.
That is one of he things that we support wholeheartedly. It is one
of Senator Kennedy's bills, as you know, "Smart Start," that we
think would help this problem long range, it is a long-range view.

The other thing we have done is, we have put school-within-
school projects in our schools where they have identified the at-risk
kids and they have created smaller class sizes, a cooperative learn-
ing model where a group of teachers fellows the kids all the way
through. They have their team of teachers that they are working
with, with a smaller student/teacher ratio.

Then beyond that, we have created what we call comet labs in
the elementary schools, and each school has developed their own
model. Basically, it is a career lab, where they identify these at-risk
students, start working with them early on, and start getting them
interested in various careers, and try to instill in them the impor-
tance of going on and getting an education.

We have a repo program, which is to go out and get the people
that have dropped out and hri ig them back into the school. When
you talk to some of the students later today, you will hear some of
them that were brought back into the school system, to try to get
them to get their high school graduation.

The other thing is, we have to start as public educators pushing
kids out. We are one of the biggest criminals of this thing, where
we take kids out that are not functioning in the normal setting and
we push them out, we make them drop out. What we have tr'ed to
do in this district is create alternative learning environmen,s, al-
ternative learning centers, where it would have an impact.

I am a firm believer that a kid shouldn't be disturbing the educa-
tion of the other kids that are in school and want to learn, but, by
the same token, we should not be putting those kids out in the
street; we just add to the problem.

The bottom line, I guess, if I have any advice, if you want some
advice from the superintendent, is that it is much easier, I think,

1 'u
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for us to deal with the problems now rather than later. I think
almost all of you said it in your opening statements, that these are
the same kids that do not become productive citizens in our com-
munity. They end up, children having children, if you will: they
arc children that will end up in welfare. We have to turn that
cycle around somehow, and I think one of the ways of doing it is by
doing it early. You pay a little bit now or pay much ,-nore later,
and that is really the bottom line.

I thank you for the opportunity to testify before this committee.
If there are any questions, I would be glad to respond to them, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. PEPPER. Dr. Fernandez, to what age does our compulsory
education law with respect to the public schoois now apply?

Mr. FERNANDEZ. Sixteen years old.
Mr. PEPPER. And generally that is what grade?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. Our students start dropping out anywhere be-

tween the eighth and twelfth grade, normally speaking. B:it you
will have some students that will leave you before then, and then
it is our job, through the visiting teachers or through the student
services, to try to recapture those students. But normally your big-
gest portion of dropouts occurs between the eighth and tenth grade.

Mr. PEPPER. Eighth and tenth grade.
Mr. FERNANDEZ. Between the eighth and tenth, yes.
Mr. PEPPER. Now if a student below 16 or 17, whatever the maxi-

mum age in the compulsory education law is, doesn't go to school,
he is required to go to school, isn't he?

Mr. FERNANDEZ. Yes, he is.
Mr. PEPPER. If we were to extend that law to high school gradua-

tion, do you think we could keep them in school?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. I don't knew, Congressman. I know what you

are leading to, to the mandatory 1Z-year requirement age. I am not
sure that that necessarily will get at the problem. I think what we
have to get away from is the concept that high school is going to
take four years. For some students, high school may take more
than four years, and we have to be able to be flexible enough to
build those kinds of programs.

What I think we need is a partnership, if you will, with the Fed-
eral Government, where they recognize programs that are working
and make them available to other districts throughout the country.
There is no sense reinventing the wheel if Chicago has a particular
program that I can take, massage a little bit, and make it work
here in Dade County or, for that matter, if we have some programs
that are replicable.

The other thing is, there has to be some incentive, some more in-
centives for the business community. One of the best dropout pre-
vention programs for the secondary kids is jobs. That is one of the
best programs. Our work experience program, our cooperative pro-
grams, where kids have the opportunity to go to school and work is
probably one of the best dropout prevention programs available.

Mr. PEPPER. Doctor, what have you found to be the main reasons
why 'hildren drop out of public school?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. It varies, Mr. Chairman. Teenage pregnancy cer-
tainly is one. That's why we have two Cope Centers for girls that
are pregnant and don't want to be in the regular setting but--
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Mr. PEPPER. What percentage are teenage pregnancies?
Dr. FERNANDEZ. I don't know what percentage would be teenage

pregnancies. George, do you have any idea?
Dr. KOONCE. No.
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Okay. We can provide that.
But teenage pregnancy, certainly; poor attendance, alienation at

the home, involvement with gang activities, just alienation with
the school in general. Somewhere along the line a student got in-
volved with a teacher that really did not turn that f tudent on. It's
almost an individual decision on the part of that student. There is
a profile that matches what that student would look like. not all
the characteristics, but a certain part of the characteristics that
would match that student.

Mr. PEPPER. Do some of them drop out simply because they are
not interested in the subject matter of their schools?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Absolutely. That's the alienation piece. Some of
them drop out because they have to work.

Mr. PEPPER. In my own family, if I may say so, I had a dear
sister and two dear brothers. All of them went to college. My sister
graduated and one of my brothers graduated. One brother stayed
only one year. He said I m not interested in all that stuff. Well, I
regretted that that was his decision, but it was.

Now, are they just not interested in the subject matter of the
school; is that it?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Twenty-five percent of at-risk students fall in
the upper stanines. Clearly, one out of every four kids that you
would identify as at risk has the potential to be a very good stu-
dent.

One of the programs we createdand this is something we repli-
c-ted from New ' rk, the LaGuardia model. We have a communi-
ty college/high school where all we did was change k.ne location. In-
stead of the regular school, the setting is at the junior college
campus, and the program has been a tremendous success. Now,
these are the kids that would have dropped out. They're in the
upper stanines. But, for whatever reason, the regular school setting
doesn't work for those kids.

So we have to be more creative. We have to come up with differ-
ent ways of getting at those students.

Mr. PEPPER. I think that's commendable. I'm sure you have a
program to examine each one of those students who drops out, to
try to find what caused the student to drop out and what maybe
would enable the student to return to school.

Now, there are some of them that have no doubt peculiar skills
of one sort or another, like mechanical skills, that know how to fix
things. Would it be possible maybe, if they're not interested in the
academic part of the schools, to switch them over into a special
training program that might fit them for some sort of a decent job?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Yes, we have extensive vocational programs, the
VIP program, the Very Important Person program, at one of our
voc-tech centers deals exactly with that. Students that have an ap-
titude in a particular trade or mechanical skill, that don't have a
real interest in the academics, even though we're still required to
provide some academics, we try to make those academics tie direct-
ly into that skill or aptitude.
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For example, if you have an interest in being a mechanic, an
auto mechanic, you tie in the mathematics portion of it so that it
makes some sense and has some relevance to what it is you're
doing in the class. That's all a piece of it, Congressman Pepper. But
there are so many components to it that you have to understand
that it's almost an individualized thing.

Mr. PEPPER. One other question.
You do follow through on these student dropouts to see what you

can do for them after they have dropped out?
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Yes. We have a program called Repo, reposses-

sion, where we try to get these students back into the schools. In
fact, you will speak to two students back there that came back to
the schools.

We have an extensive placement and follow-up study, where we
try to find out what it is that's happening to our students after
they have left our schools over a period of years, how many have
gone on to post-educational training, what type of educational
training, how many have gone on to a career right out of high
school, and how many of them have dropped out and what they're
doing with their lives right now.

I must tell you, the response from those students is very low in
terms of --

Mr. PEPPER. Are you getting any Federal assistance in any of the
programs that you are now employing?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. The Federal assistance that we have is nominal,
but I believe, "ith the exception of a grant that we got through the
State for at-risk students, we a $300,000 grant-

Mr. PEPPER. In other words, it would help you if you had some
Federal assistance?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. No doubt about it. I think, again, if we could
provide programs that are replicable, the districts would have some
sort of assistance in getting started at least, that that would be a
tremendous help to districts throughout this country.

Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
As the doctor was talking, in my mind I ran across a program

that I saw was recently introduced in Chicago, sort of a pilot kind
of thing. It was directed towards some school kids who were from
public housing developments, with economically disadvantaged or
low income parents. They have now a program that they intro-
duced to sixth grade students who are a little bit of the "cream" of
those who have already indicated an adaptability to the curricu-
lum. They will give them a certificate in the amount of $6,000 to go
to college and 3tf,y in and graduate.

You mentione 1 about kids being overlooked and neglected. I'm
worried about those kids who don't qualify under that kind of
system, in effect, saying let's forget those and concentrate on those
who are- -

Dr. FERNANDEZ. The people you see sitting behind meMr. Fair,
Mr. Tornillc, other people in the audiencelast year, in order to
live up to a commitment made to students in an inner-city elemen-
tary school, modeled after the Laage program in New York, a pro-
gram was started called Miami Promise, which now has become a
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Superintendent's scholarship fund. We went out and raised funds
to guarantee those 71 students in that elementary sixth grade that,
if they stay in school and graduate, their college will be guaran-
teed.

That has now become an annual event. In fact, I don't want to
take away from what Mr. Fair was planning on testifying, but
there is the Black Student Scholarship Fund where money is set
aside for grades that students make. They never actually touch
that money, but they know that dollars are being set aside for the
grades that they make being put in a reserve, if you will, in a
bank, for them to enter college when they finish. We're committed
to an entire feeder pattern in the inner city on doing exactly that.
We call it Partners in Education, which is with the Urban League.

You were speaking about the holistic approach. That's exactly
what our model is. Mr. Fair came to us and said we're tired. You
know, we've had 25 years of Chapter 1. Basically nothing has
changed for the black students in this community or in this coun-
try nationally. We said you're right, you're absolutely right. We
have to take some dramatic steps. So we have done that. We have
entered into a partnership with the United Teachers of Dade, with
the Urban League, with the Miami Dade Community College, with
the Wilson Foundation, to provide for those children the best edu-
cational program we can, and at the same time show some hope at
the end of that tunnel, some light, that if they do stay in school,
there is something there for them when they finish.

That's one of the reasons we know Vice President Quayle went
to that school this past Frida: In fact, it's quite a compliment to
hear the Vice President say ',fiat that school is better t'ian any
school in Fairfax Count., where some of you may have your chil-
dren. We felt that was a tr3mendous compliment.

Here's a school in the inner city, almost all black, across the
street from housing projects. But when you walk in that school,
you know it's a center of educational excellence. So there is hope
there, Congressman, a lot of hope, and it's because of the partner-
ships that we have developed and the holistic approach that we're
using with the Urban League.

Mr. HAYES. Did I understand you correctly that the dropout ratio
had been reduced from 28 percent

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Yes. Congressman Pepper was not incorrect,
except he was quoting the State of Florida. Our dropout statistics
went from 29.5 to 24 percent. I attribute much of thatit's still too
high. As far as I'm concerned, one dropout is one too many.

Mr. HAYES. That's an average figure?
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Yes, but that's an actual count. It's 24 percent.

We attribute that to the many different things going on in the var-
ious schools to get at the problem. Every school has its own cul-
ture; every school is a little bit different. The people who work at
that schoolthe teachers, the administrators, the parents, the
Urban League that's interacting with the schoolthey should
know they have to do a little bit better than maybe tine superin-
tendent in the central office, with all due respect to the policy
makers at the Federal or State level. We have to give that latitude
to the locals, the people who work there, the people out in the



trenches day in and day out. We have to give them the latitude to
be able to put together the kind of things they think will work.

I'm not suggesting you give up accountability. You put evalua-
tions into it. If it's working, fine. That's what we want. If it's not
working, you go back and you fix it.

Mr. HAYES. You are supporting H.R. 670?
Dr. FERNANDEZ. I'm not familiar with it, so you'll have to brief

me on ',hat.
Mr HAYES. This is the bill we are holding this hearing on.
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Oh. I'm sorry. I didn't know the number.
Yes, we are. We're very familiar with that. We were instrumen-

tal somewhat in giving some input into it.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEPPER. Excuse me. I want to be sure of that figure. You said

the dropout rate in Dade County has dropped from 29 percent to 24
percent?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. From 29.5 to 24 percent, yes, sir. State-wide you
have a much higher figure, but those are Dade County's figures.

Incidentally, before I leave, sir, your colleagues should know that
Dade County is a lot different than maybe Chicago, because we're
not just an urban setting. We're a total county system, so we have
rural from the migrants down in south Dade to the inner city, to
suburban to urban. It's a great opportunity in a district like this to
really do some experimentation. That's why we're really on the
cutting edge of some of the things happening in terms of restruc-
turing

Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Perkins.
Mr. PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very, very intrigued by this testimony. Let me start with

your pre-K programs because that is an area of great personal in-
terest. What are you doing there at this stage to identify the real
problems that you can see at that time period? Are you utilizing
any type of Federal Government figures through, say, the WIC pro-
gram, or some of a variety of alternative programs that attempt to
address nutritional problems at an early age? Are you following
through in that way in any fashion?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Yes, we have a combination of things. First of
all, you should know that we're not able to serve all of our disad-
vantaged kids, obviously. We have four different models, and one of
them is in conjunction with Head Start. The only trade-off that
we've done with Head Start is that they agreed to let us train their
people and that they will allow us to select materials that are used
there. So we have some control in terms of the educational compo-
nent.

The other three models are our own models, where they vary
from a half-day program with a full-171e certified teacher, to a full-
time program with a full-time certified teacher and an aide.

All of the programsand this is very importanthave a parent
component. All of the programs require some time spent by the
parent at the site with the child, with the teacher.

Mr. PERKINS. Do you have a follow-through program, demonstra-
tion model, here in Dade County?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Yes, we do. We would be glad to send you data
on that if you would like.
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The interesting thing, incidentally, on the pre-K, we have an
entry level examination for kindergarten. It's not to determine
whether you get into kindergarten or not but in terms of where
you are educationally. Similar kids situated that did not have the
pre-K and our kids that had the pre-K did much better with that
exam, as you would expect.

Mr. PERKINS. Have you done any studies, per se, in following
that through over a period of years?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. No. We're new at it. However, there is a study
which Senator Kennedy makes reference to, which is the Aplanti
study, where they have followed kids who had the opportunity of
Head Start all the way through for 13 years. The numbers are stag-
gering.

Mr. PERKINS. I'm familiar with that study. But I'm interasted in
terms of what you're doing here. How many at-risk students are
you able to target at this juncture, and how do you define the at-
risk students?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Almost all of them that we're targeting in the
pre-K are at-risk kids. We would hope that they don't make that 4
to 12 grade list. But we

Mr. PERKINS. How do you determine that at your level? Let's
face it, at that age you've got to go on almost a

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Yeah. We do know there is significant character-
istics of a particular community, if you will, in terms of the
number of at-risk kids coming out of there, through no fault of the
community but because of circumstances.

Mr. PERKINS. So you target communities?
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Exactly, disadvantaged communities, where pri-

marily there is a high rate of unemployment, high drug usage,
high teenage pregnancy. You name it and it has those characteris-
tics. Chances are, if it smells like a duck and walks like a duck, you
know, it's a duck. That's exactly what's happening.

Now, we think we're making a difference with those kind of pro-
grams. Grant you, that's long range.

Mr. PERKINS. In terms of the parental involvement, which I
agree is an absu.ute key, I think it also kind of lends itself to the
overall problem with illiteracy. We've had testimony over and over
again in front of this committee that indicates that the most impor-
tant thing that enables a child to learn to read is to have the
parent read to that child, or someone read to that child, at a very
early age.

Now, in terms of how that is being accomplished, we have par-
ents. When we talk about 25 million, that was an old study in
terms of functionally illiterate people in this country. The parents
that are involved in this program many times don't know how to
read themselves.

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Exactly.
Mr. PERKINS. They have to learn to read prior to being able to

assist in the program. So it strikes me as an absolutely wonderful
way.

You said you had four particular programs here-
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Yeah, four different models at the schools. We're

very big on schools making choices.
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Mr. PERKINS. I understood that, and I'll get to that a little later.
But in terms of the models themselves, I would be interested in
just taking a look at those models, if that could be provided for me.

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Absolutely.
Mr. PERKINS. Moving onward, then--
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Incidentally, if I could just interject one other

thing, we have a project called Project Independence which ties di-
rectly into this, and that is to try to get the welfare mother, whose
child is in the pre-K programin effect, we'll give them an entry
level job in the school system. At the same time there has to be a
commitment of their going into our vocational program or adult
education program to help with the illiteracy problem, at the same
time to help wit the joblessness problem, with the opportunity for
that same parent that, if they stick with us, they can hopefully
work their way up ultimately into a professional level job, a para-
professional, and some of the programs we have with our educa-
tional consortium would even allow them to go on beyond that.

Mr. PERKINS. I think it's a wonderful idea. I would be interested
in seeing some kind of cost on that. That would strike me as a
rather large figure. Certainly it's a wonderful idea.

Dr. FERNANDEZ. The cost is really nominal because they're pro-
viding a service that we have to pay for. In other words, if I have
an opening for a female custodian at a school, if the parent is will-
ing to take that job and at the same time go into the vocational
program, they can move from there to possibly clerical, to parapro-
fessional, and hopefully at some point be a teacher if we can get
them through college.

So it gives them some hope. The sense of frustration, it removes
that. They become part of the family in the school, they really do.
That's the winning piece, that there's somebody out there who
really cares for a change.

Mr. PERKINS. In talking just a little bit more about your alterna-
tive programsand I'm sorry to be taking so much time--

Dr. FERNANDEZ. No problem.
Mr. PERKINS. In your alternative programs for at-risk students,

give me the details of soma of those types of programs.
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Okayand George was going to speak somewhat

about them. For example, schools within a school, where a senior
high school or a junior high school may opt to take their top hun-
dred students on that at-risk list. They have a sense for those kids,
too, because of how they've been behaving in school and wl at the
records are. But they may take their top hundred kids and pick out
the best five teachers and make a team out of them. They move
literally with those students, and they bring the family in to move
literally with those students.

The flex schedule, where our traditional high schools run from
7:30 to 2:30, one of our high schools that serves predominantly His-
panic communities, where they have a large dropout rate, has de-
termined that the main reason for dropout in that particular com-
munityand every community is differentis that students work.
For whatever reasons, whether they have to work or they're work-
ing because they want to buy a car or pay for the car insurance,
whatever, they work. So they have come up with a 14 period day.
Instead of from 7:30 to 2:30, that day may run from 7:30 to 10:00
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o'clock. With the students having a flex schedule, it ties into their
work schedule.

I mentioned the community college/high school, where we're
taking the upper percentile of those kids, the ones that fall into '7
through 9 stanines, literally relocating them into the junior college.
They're doing fantastically well. I don't know why, but it's work-
ing. So we're not knocking that one.

The issue of the the mentor program that I told you about, where
a teacherAmerican Senior High School, for example, has taken
the people on the faculty and said, "Okay, Joe Fernandez, you're
assigned to Perkins who's an at-risk kid. It's your job to make sure
that he stays in and graduates." I literally become your big broth-
er. You talk to those teachers and kids and maybe some of them
will talk about it. They literally have become part of their family.
You know, it's that one-on-one, that issue of caring.

The comet lab that I mentioned earlier. The list goes on and on
because every school is doing something a little bit different mod-
eled after their

Mr PERKINS. I think it's wonderful. I'm excited by the concept,
and I applaud you fcr the efforts you have taken. I have to ask the
other side of the coin, however. What problems have you encoun-
tered using such a flexible type approach?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. I'll tell you the problems we have encountered.
The foundations are acting like its a feeding frenzy down here.
They're coming down and tryingit's a nice problemtrying to
come down and assist us with technical assistance, and they come
with dollars, which is very helpful.

We have made the front page of the New York Times three or
four times. You can't buy that kind of positive PR for the system.
Every day there is a delegationRight now, as I speak, the com-
mittee chaired by Willard Wirtz and John Dunlap, ex-Secretaries
of Labor, are visiting some of my school-based management schools
in the south. They're here for two days. It's a committee on work
and youth. But there is not a day that goes by that we don't have a
delegation of people, both national and international, going
through the school district, finding out about some of the things
that are making it work here. The at-risk is one piece of it. But I
attribute everything that's happening in this district to the renais-
sance, if you will, if education going on here, the restructuring in
the schools, having people be part of the solution to problems.

Mr. PERKINS. You said earlier in your testimony that you
thought the accountability was absolutely necessary to build into
this type of system. Now, in that approach, do you require, let's
say, each principal to have a particular type of plan, that they're
going to pass on to you a proposal in some fashion?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. We have an Office of Educational Accountabil-
ity, which is literally an independent office. We do not modify the
evaluations that they do. In other words, their evaluations and r c-
ommendations go through me to the school board. The only thing
attached to that is the recommendations from the particular school
or bureau that's been evaluated in terms of a specific program.

About 40 percent of our evaluations are done by contract with
outside consultants or universities, so that there's a mix of evalua-
tions. But every single program we put in place to school-based
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management, shared decision making has an evaluation componenttied to it, both formative and Eummative. In other words, we're
very sophisticated, if I may, in terms of our strategic planning. Weset goals that are measurable. For example, if we say we're going
to reduce our dropout rate by five percentage points, that's some-thing you can see if you've attaired that goal or not at the end ofthe year. So everything is measurable and everything has time
frames built into it. Everything is reportable and evaluated.

Mr. PERKINS. You can see what works and what doesn't.
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Exactly.
We tell people we're going to be making mistakes. This is virgin

territory. We're like the pioneers and there's going to be some mis-takes. But let's admit when we make a mistake and stop. Too often
in education we institutionalize mistakes.

Mr. PERKINS. Absolutely.
Dr. FERNANDEZ. And just leave them there.
Mr. PERKINS. I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, for taking so much time,but these are truly outstanding programs and a truly outstanding

job that you're doing. I thank you very much for taking the time to
appear before us today.

Dr. FERNANDEZ. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Rahall.
Mr. RAHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Fernandez, I just, have one questionand I don't mean topaint this as a cure-all for the dropout problem we face, or it cer-tainly does not address the root causes that you so effectively ad-

dressed in your testimony. But some States, my own included, have
been considering the option of canceling a student's drivers licenseif he drops out of school. Has that been discussed in any quartershere in the State legislature er elsewhere?

Dr. FERNANDEZ. No. The only discussion in terms ...f the cancella-tion of licenses is tied in directly to the substance abuse issue.
We have been toying around with some legislation, and we thinkwe may have some sponsors for it, in terms of a safe zone around

schoolsfor argument's sake, let's say a two-mile radius. It's just aconcept right now. There's no language on it. Anyone caught deal-
ing, selling or purchasing drugs, one of the penalties might be the
cancelation of the driver's license. But no, not directly tied into theissue of the dropouts.

It's an interesting concept. I hadn't thought about it.
Mr. RAHALL. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Dr. Fernandez, you have given us a very interesting

statement of what we are doing here to try to solve this very diffi-cult problem. We all are very much impressed by the ingenuity
and the variety and excellence of your program. But, even in spiteof all you've been able to do, one out of four is still a dropout. Oneout of four students in Dade County do not finish high school, inspite of all the programs you've been able to inaugurate.

Dr. FERNANDEZ. You're right. It is something, obviously, that isof concern to all of us. We have to continue working on it terriblewaste of human resources.
Mr. PEPPER. Think you very much.
Dr. FERNANDEZ. Thank you, sir.
Mr. PEPPER. We all appreciate what you have said.
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Next we will hear from Dr. Koonce, who is the Director of the
Dropout Prevention Program in Dade County. I'm sorry that Dr.
Neff is not able to be with us today.

Dr. KOONCE. Good morning, Congressman Pepper, and other dis-
tinguished panel members.

The Superintendent of Schools, Dr. Fernandez, has very elo-
quently and thoroughly described our project student at risk and
some of our major effr.ts in terms of dropout prevention, so my
comments are going to be rather brief since he has followed almost
my script in terms of some things that I had to' say. And he has
done them, obviously, with a great deal of enthusiasm and prob-
ably much more eloquent than I could have done.

Let me just say something about some very specific programs.
and I will be relinquishing some of my time to Mrs. Nan Rich. who
will be speaking to one of the very interesting concepts of a home
instructional program for preschool youth, one of which we think
has some great possibilities.

He spoke just briefly the dropout profile, the early identification
profile that we use for identifying youngsters from grades 4
through 12. I will just give you the numbers of those in terms of
'87-88 and 'S8-89 so that you get some kind of idea of the number of
students who are identified.

In '87-88, we had about 4,216 elementary youngsters, 16,000
junior high, and 20,000 senior high school students. In '88-89, with
just the added factor of the limited English proficiency factor, we
had about 12,000 elementary youngsters identified, 20,000 middle
school youngsters, and 27,000 senior high school students. These
are youngsters identified by a research profile with many of the
characteristics that were outlined e 'ier.

Mr. PEPPER. Are those students v. ' dropped out?
Dr. KOONCE. These are youngsters who identified as potential

dropout& This is using the early identification profile. Those are
youngsters identified in those two years. You can see the growth of
one year to the other, having identified then their programs, ef-
forts and strategies developed at the schools for which these young-
sters are dealt with.

Not to repeat any of the programs and testimony that was given
by Dr. Fernandez, I will mention very quickly that, in terms of the
in-school alternative programs, there are about 28-some at the ele-
mentary school that we all our elementary alternative strategy
models, where there is a reduced class size. In addition, there is the
hands on career lab that we refer to as Comet. There are about 15
of those in elementary schools, where not only do we have the re-
duced class model but we also have hands on career, hands on labo-
ratory experiences for those youngsters.

In the junior high schools, he mentioned the fact of the schools
concept. We have about 16 of those, where you have "...acuities using
cooperative learning, teaching techniques, and other counseling
support services for normal youngsters in the junior high schools.

One other program, which is part of the United States Office of
Education grant is what we call our bilingual vocational interdisci-
plinary program. You will meet some of the students who are par-
ticipating in that. It's primary objective is to attract and provide
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some support for limited English-proficient students to participate
in vocational programs.

We..- have a very extensive and comprehensive substance abuse
education program which involves all of the schools as an elemen-
tary through senior high school curriculum with actual counselors
at the junior high school, the middle school levI. These counselors'
primary purpose is to provide some group and intervention and
personal counseling to any students who is having any kind of diffi-
culty, whether it's attendance, whether it's academic, lack of aca-
demic performance, particularly if it's attributable to any signs of
substance abuse. It is also designed to identify communfty re-
sources to provide additional support to those youngsters, In so
doing, it is able to bring more resources to the school that we ordi-
narily would not be able to supply because of the collaborative ar-
rangements with community agencies.

There is one other program that deals with collaborative ar-
rangements, and that would be _ r citizens schools and the ar-
rangement with the Private Industry Council, the JPTA funds. Of
about 13 of the high schools, we have about 2,900 students, where-
by there is a nse of community agencies to the point that we re-
duced the counseling ratio there to about 30 to 1, where it would
normally be, in terms of academic counseling, about 450 students
to 1 counselor. We have actual counselors from agencies scheduled
into the buil6ing to provide assistance and support to those stu-
dents as needed.

I want to relinquish the rest of my time so that we have some
time for you to hear from a Mrs. Nan Rich, and obviously for you
to hear from the students who usually have the most persuasive of
the testimony that you will be hearing. But I am available for any
questions that you may have at this time.

Mr. PEPPER. Dr. Koonce, I would like to ask you one question. Dr.
Fernandez has said that the dropout rate in Dade County now is
about 24 percent.

Dr. KOONCE. That's correct.
Mr. PEPPER. How many in numbers would that amount to?
Dr. KOONCE. In that particular study, that's a random, stratified

selection of about 17,000 students that we follow for those five
years. Of that number, it represented about 4,000 students out of
th-t study.

ow, to give you some ideas about numbers, because that's the
longitudinal study, we do it both longitudinal and we do it cross-
sectional, which is the annual study each year. We do both of them
so that if the a are problems within our school system in a given
grade level, or a given program, some adjustment can be made in
terms of staffing and in terms of the curriculum. So let me give
you some numbers in a given year.

During the '86-87 school year, 4,908 of the 72,824 9th through
12th grade students actually dropped out of school. That represent-
ed about 1,073 white students, about 1,761 black students, about
2,044 Hispanic students, 28 Asian students, and about two Indian-
American students. That's a one-year shot of our annual cross-sec-
tional study. In terms of male-female of that same group, we're
talking about 2,922 males and about 1,986 females. That's the
annual study of a given group so you can get a picture of that.
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Mr. PEPPER. Do any students drop cut who are required under
the compulsory education law to stay in school?

Dr. KooNez. Let's say if there's a student who leaves school prior
to ree sing age 1 , there is an extensive c t of efforts and services
that ..re required to get that student back in school, including the
"writing of a truancy letter referring that student to HRS, because
that is in violation of compulsory aitendance. So that includes a
visiting teacher, it includes putting that student in some kind of
special program, so that every effort is meda to account for any
studentrequired by law and by hard policytor any student
who drops out of school prior to the agy of 16.

Mr. PEPPER. As I understand it, the compulsory education law
makes it an unlawful act for a s'udent to drop out below age 16; is
that right?

Dr. KOONCE. That is correct.
Mr. PEPPER. Deas that have any good effect in keeping them in

school?
Dr. KOONCE. I think so, because-
Mr. PEPPER. Wouldn't the same law be helpful if we applied it to

all students in high school until they graduated from high school?
Dr. KOONCE. Well, I understand the nature of your question, and

I know there's been quite a bit of debate as to whether the compul-
sory age for attendance should be mo- :d to 18. I'm not in a posi-
ticn to give you +II_ pros and cons of that. I can only surmise as
you heve, 14-_at if, in fact, the law has any impact at age 16, then it

definitely worth investigating to see if it would have an effea at
18.

My only reservation would be that when we look at the normal
progression of students through high school, I don't know whether
we have any definite observable data that says that some young-
sters need to be there four years tc, graduate. Some of them may be
able to graduate in three years, and some may need five years. We
may have to tie it to some individual needs o: youllgsten- and some
individual needs of their families.

Mr. PEPPER. ThE k you very much.
Mr. Hayes.
Mr. 13AYEs. Dr. Koonce, are you teaching now?
Dr. KOONCE. No, sir, I'm not teaching at this point. I'm a part of

the administrative staff, irector of Dropout Prevention.
Mr. HAYES. Do you see H.R. 670 as being a help to the local

school system here, or can you think of any way that we might be
able to improve upon it and make it more effective? Do you think
anything is missing and have you had a chance to take a look at it?

Dr. KOONCE. Not in great detail. But the mere fact that, from
what I saw, the mere fact that it talks about some coordination and
evaluation of the resources, making them available to school dis-
tricts, and knowing that for many of the great ideas and programs
and strategies we he e that there is a limitation due to the lack of
funding, in that sense, in a general sense, I could see it being very,
very helpful.

Mr. HAYES. You talk about substance abuse. I don't know what
school it was, but it was in Miami. I had an opp "tunity to vis4 the
school along with my constituent, Reve..end sse Jackson, who
spoke to the .,ohool, and he specifically asked the question, he said
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to those students in that assemblyit w' 3 a mixed school"I want
you to be honest with me. How many of you hay ever used drugs?
Just hold up your hand." I was surprised at the ni -viber of kids,
both black and white, who responded to that question directly by
holding up their hands.

The State of Florida is the landing spot for drugs, and I think we
have a problem on this particular issue m many of our schools,
which leads to the dropout problem. As a ir At3r of fact, the tra-
ricking of drugs is big business now, with an awful lot of money.
Our kids are being used as victims and tools. I'm not too sure that
our drug legislation that we just passed last year is going to reach
some of the people who make the money. This disturbs me. But I
hate to see our kids become the victims and used in the way they
are.

I just want to say here that I certainly want to commend you
and Dr. Fernandez and the top administrators of the system. I
think it's a good beginning to at least really tackle this problem,
because I think it's one that is not only in our disadvantaged
neighborhoods, but we've now got drugs reaching the suburbs. As a
matter of fact, the young man that's on trial now, Colonel North,
I'm looking for that $20 million they hid, to find out where that is.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Perkins.
Mr. PERKINS. Dr. Koonce, I am interested in some of the figures

that ynu gave, talking about identification of at-risk students, when
you talked about the 4,000-some that were identified in the elemen-
tary system, 16,000 in the middle school, and 20,000 in high school.

In conjunction with Dr. Fernandez' testimony, who indicated
that the chief dropout period was between the 8th and 10th grades,
that's when they actually dropped out, per se. And Dr. Fernandez
indicated that it was done on almost a community-by-community
type basis at the early age.

What types of additional tools do you think would be helpful in
to identify the at-risk individuals at an earlier age, so that,

a ditional type programs uould be utilized to try to get at them
before the problem becomes one of intervention rather than trying
to get at some of the root causes?

Dr. KO --CE. I think any substantial and valid sun.jo, in terms
of the youngsters' social development, including whatever cognitive
things we could do prior to a youngster getting in school, would be
helpful. If, in fact, we couldand I m not saying any kind of stand-
ardized testingbut if we could do some kind of assessment of
youngsters in that pre-kindergarten area, to get some ideas about
their own social development, that might be of some assistance.
But I think we know enough about those early years that if, in
fact, we have a reduced teacher/student model within the early
grade levels, that would also be helpful.

Mr. T'ERKINS. Okay. Just in terms of tossing out some ideas or
some ccifics, have you ever looked at working in conjunction
with y of the Federal programs, like the Women, Infant Children
prog. following through from there on perhaps at-risk students,
or following through and checking on some of the students that are
invdtved with aid for frznilies with dependent children, trying to
target the students in an individual basis by looking and seeing
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who is at risk according to at least some of the regular programs
that we have out there at this time?

Dr. KOONCE. I think that's the way that we are doing it. I was
trying to think of some things in addition to that- -

Mr. PERKINS. [continuing] that's been done.
Dr. KOONCE. Yes, that has been done. We are looking at

those-
Mr. PERKINS. But you're only able to come up with 4,000 students

versus 16,000 students at a later time?
Dr. KOONCE. The 4,000 students at the elementary level are be-

ginning at grade 4. The pre-K 1 through 3, there are some categori-
cal moneys that are available to develop strategies to work with
those youngsters.

Now, whether we haveand I'm sure we could develop it. We do
not have at this point the profile that would identify youngsters in
terms of ore-K because of any kind of school experience, whether
they have :.1.... attendance, the grades, or what have you.

Also, the danger there is that these are very formative years,
and we are careful and concerned about the over-labeling of chil-
dren, so we don't want to identify some youngsters at pre-K as po-
tential dropouts, and then you may do some harm there. It is one
thing to identify them, but for what purpose. If we identify them as
a potential dropout as a pre-K youngster and that kind of label
gets to be permeated in terms of teacher expectation and teacher
attitude, that presents some problems for us.

But we believe that, with just the demographics of the neighbor-
hood and what's happening there, that some of our youngsters
come out of some situations in terms of family violence, in terms of
poor nutrition, in terms of just a sheer lack of services within a
community, to the point that they're living there and existing
there and surviving there, that in itself generates at least an un-
derstanding from us that that youngster may not have developed to
the point and had the kinds of experiences that he can walk into a
school and partake and contribute to an educational process.

Mr. PERKINS. Thank you, Doctor.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Rahall?
Mr. RAHALL. No questions.
Mr. PPER. Thank you very much, Dr. Koonce.
Dr. KOONCE. You're quite welcome.
Mr. PEPPER. Our next witness is Mrs. Nan Rich, who wishes to

insert a statement in the record. Is there objection? If not, it will
be received.

STATEMENT OF NAN RICH
Mrs. RICH. Thank you very much, Chairman Pepper.
I want to thank Dr. Koonce for allowing me to share his time

and Mr. Pomerance for arranging it. Thank you.
I would like to just take this opportunity to briefly tell you about

a very special program that was initiated in Dade County schor_.:s
in 1975 and is currently being implemented in five targeted schools
in our community.

I was interested, Mr. Perkins, that you mentioned pre-school pro-
grams and your interest in them. It just so happens that this
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HIPPY program, the Home Instruction Program for Preschool
Youngsters, is now being implemented in Louisville, KY. Unfortu-
nately, Mr. Hayes and Mr. Rahall, we haven't made it to West Vir-

a and Chicago yet. But the Chicago section of the National
Council of Jewish Women is working on it right now.

HIPPY was initiated and developed in 1969 as a project of the
NCJW Research Institute for Innovation and Education at The
Hebrew University. Today it serves 2,400 disadvantages families in
the United States, in eight different States. It is a home-based pro-
gram for the educational enrichment of disadvantaged children
and for the promotion of increased awareness by their mothers of
their own strengths and potential as primary educators of their
children.

While most preschool programs take children away from the
hone, HIPPY is based on the universa!ity of the mother/child rela-
tionship and actually strengthens the home. Para-professionals, or
parent partners, as we prefer to call them here are recruited from
within the target community and are trained to go into the home
and instruct the mother in the use of the HIPPY materials.

The effects on the HIPPY children havc been studied in longitu-
dinal research and the results indicate that children who partici-
pate in HIPPY are more likely to stay in school, are more likely to
be on their own grade level, and are less likely to be in special edu-
cation classes.

HIPPY has had a tremendous impact on children, but equally
important is the impact which it has had on their mothers, who
undergo significant behavioral and attitudinal changes. The
mother feels better about herself and her child when she realizes
that she can positively affect her child's life. The parents' self-
esteem and confidence is strengthened. Mothers have become more
involved in school and community activities and reenter education-
al programs with their own advancement. Of the 75 mothers who
participated last year, mothers of five-year-olds, 18 parents are en-
rolled in continuing education programs. Mothers discuss problems
with the parent aides who, in turn, are able to suggest community
agencies with expertise in that particular area of need. Several
mothers have begun to deal with substance abuse problems and the
problem of literacy.

It is important to note that the aides who are recruited from the
same neighborhoods show many of the same kinds of changes as do
the mothers in terms of self-confidence and increased respect of
their families and their communities.

Because time was short today, we were not able to bring to you
some of the mothers and parent partners from those communities.
We have prepared packet^ which I believe you have, which give an
in-depth overview of HIPP1, itF, goals and objectives.

I wish you could have heard Laura Rodarte the other day at a
HIPPY advisory council meeting. She is the parent partner in
Santa Clara Community. Laura, a mother of eight, was a mother in
the HIPPY program last year. This year she is a paraprofessional
working with 20 new mothers of four-year-olds.

Another one of our aides, Marina Potier, was Laura's parent
partner last year. Laura, at the same meeting, told us that Marina
was like a counselor to her. She was always the when she had a
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problem. Now, Laura says, I have to do it, too. And we have some
wonderful comments from mothers in the program which you have
in a packet called "Reflections on HIPPY".

One mother said, "HIPPY has taught me that children can learn
if we take the time to spend with our children " Anothei said, "I
like the program because it really made me realize that my son
can do it with a little help." Arid a third said, "The HIPPY pro-
gram has helped me and my son to become wiser. The work is fun
and good for him. The time that we spend is the best time of the
day.' What better statements than to hear that from mothers who
are now working with their children.

By bringing about all these changes in behavior and attitude,
HIPPY is reaching parents and children at a stage of their develop-
ment when the educational process and preventive strategies can
truly be effective. The investment that Dade County Public Schools
is making through th,_ unique preschool program, which serves as
a dropout prevention program, is benefiting children, parents, and
ultimately the entire community.

I urge you and hope that you will do whatever you can through
your work in the Congress to support this, because we have thou-
sands of four-year-olds that still need our help in this community.

Thank you.
[The HIPPY brochure follows:]
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NCJW CENT ER FOR THE CHILD

HIPPY: The Home Instruction Program
for Preschool Youngsters

The HOme Instruction Program for Preschool
Youngsters was developed by the National Council of
Jewish Women Research Institute for Innovation in
Education at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem in
Israel it is a home-based program that helps
economically and educationally disadvantaged parents
provide educational enrichment for their preschool
children Support and training for the parents are given
by paraprofessionals, themselves mothers of young
children from the corrmunities served by the program

Initiated in 1969 as a research and development
project, HIPPY in Israel has become a national program
for disadvantaged families and preschoolers funded by
Israel's Ministry of Education and Culture, but still
operated by the NCJW Research Institute Currently
about 13,000 Israeli families m over 110 communities
participate in the program annually These numbers are
a direct indication of HIPPrs popularity and perceived
effectiveness. since adoption of this program, rather than
others, by local communities is entirely voluntary

Extensive research in Israel, including a longitudinal
study that followed HIPPY graduates through twelfth
grade, indicates .hat HIPPY benefits disadvantaged
children by improving academic achievement and
adjustment to school, reducing the incence of retention
in grade, and increasing the rate of school completion
(HIPPY research is summarized in A D Lombard's
Success Begins at Home (Lexington, MA Lexington
Books. 1981)) Since both HIPPY and contrv' c, siren
attended preschool as four-year-old, these impacts were
achieves in addition to any effects of preschool
attendance

Research findings Also suggest that HIPPY has
important positive impacts on participating mothers by
improving their overall self-concepts and by increasing
their interest and involvement in the education of their
children, their involvement in community affairs, and
their interest in pursuing further education for
themselves

In 1982, the Ford Foundat, .n made a grant to the
NCJW Research Institute at the Hebrew University to

support an international workshop that would bring
HIPPY to the attention of early childhood educators
outside of Israel Since then annual worksh6-s have
been conducted in Jerusalem. attracting participants
from both developed and developing countries
Workshop participants have gone on to implement
HIPPY programs in Turkey. Canada, Chile, the Nether-
lands, and the United States

HIPPY in the United States

The first HIPPY prog,. in the United States were
established in 1984 Today, approxu. otely 2,400 -conom-
Kally disadva, taged families participate 1, -igi am s
operating in e ght states

Community, State
Families
Served

Year
Initiated

Bedford-Stuysesant. New York 50 1988
Broward County, Florida 60 1986
Dade County, Florida 100 1986
Dallas, Texas 20 1988
El Dorado, Arkansas 70 1988
Fort Smith Arkansas 95 1987
Heber Springs, Arkansas 25 1988
Helena, Arkansas 140 1987
Hot Springs, Arka isas 30 1988
Lake Village, Arkansas 70 1986
Little Rock. Arkansas 360 1986
Louisville, Kentucky 100 1987
Madison, Arkansas 70 1987
Marvell, Arkansas SO 1987
New Orleans, Louisiana 135 1987
Pine Bluff. Arkansas 05 1986
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 75 1988
Pulaski Counts, Arkansas 200 1986
Rucselsille. Arkansas 145 1986
Tulsa, Oklahoma 350 1984
West Memphis, Arkansas 75 1988
Wilmot, Arkansas 40 1987
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On the basis of experience to date, it seems clear
that the program is operationally viable m this country
School administrators, early childhood educators,
paraprofessional home vlsitors, parents and children like
HIPPY and find its methods and materials adaptable to
the US context. Although US programs have not yet
been rigorously evaluated, anecdotal and preliminary
quantitative data suggest that HIPPY is affecting parents
and children m this country in mucn the same way it was
found to affect parents and children in Israel

HIPPY Curriculum

HIPPY mothers allot time each day to working with
their cluldi en using packets of matenals apnropnate to
children's developmental levels. Paraprofessionals visit
each mother at home every other week, bringing the
storybook and packet of activities for that week Role-
playmA is used to instruct mothers in the use of matenals.
On alternate weeks small groups of mothers meet with
their paraprofessionals to review HIPPY matenals
develop parent-as-educator skills and address other
topics of special interest to parents. Parents' special
interests range from wanting help with child-rearing
problems, through learning how to make toys and games
to getting information about community programs in
adult education and job training

The weekly home activity packet provides a
spnngboard for broader educational ennchment Inc
packets themsz.ves are highly structured The structure
can be compared to that of a well-written lesson plan
designed to facilitate the learning of new concepts, along
with semi- structured manipulation and occn-ended,
creative application of those concc, But HIPPY
materials are not lesson plans for professional educators,
they are dzsigned to help mothers with little (and often
unsuccessful) formal education the necessary structure
for a school-readiness, home instruction program

The activity packets concentrate on language
development, sensory and perceptual discrimination skills
and problem solving

Language :mammon centers around a set of storybooks
specifically written for HIP, Y Specific skills introduced
include listening, asking and answering questions. talking
about the text, picture reading, story creation, senanon
and vocabulary-budding

Duennunanon skills are divided into visual, auditory and
tactile skills which are taught and practiced through the
use of games. Visual discrimination is divided into
visual-only and visual-motor activities. Visual-only
activities Include describing, matching, and sorting real
objects and pictures of real objects. Visual-motor

-:tmt les are designed to provide the children with a
,.artery of situations in which they cat use pencils,
markers and crayons. Auditory discrimirat ion focuses on
volume and pitch, as well as rhyming sounds. "Feeling"
games are used to practice the chscnmination benveen
objects such as hard-soft, smooth-rough, and thin-thick

Problem - solving activities include listing, sorting, match-
ing and grouping concrete objects. then representations
of objects Matra games are used extensively

More than a Home-Based Instruction Program
HIPPY views parents as children's primary educators
By working with parents in the home, HIPPY breaks the
cycle of learned helplessness. Parents learn that they play
an instrumental role in their child's education, a role
that cannot be replaced by schools.

HIPPY provides children with school readiness skulls
Without such skills, children are prom to failure at the
onset of their educational careers. Early school failure is
easier to prevent than to remediaie

HIPPY brings literacy into the home. By introducing 18
storybooks throughout the two-year program, HIPPY
makes reading one of many activities parents and
children do together

HIPPY IS based on a community empowerment model
HIPPY works with the community by training para-
professionals from the community By working from
within. HIPPY builds a sense of trust among mothers.
paraprofessionals and the professional coordinator
This Mitt can be, and has been, used as an entry point
for the provision of other services.

..IPPY reaches hard-to-reach families. By going into
the home, HIPPY eac tes out to families who are
receiving few, if any, services. As a result of this outreach
and participant attendance at regular group meetings.
HIPPY can become a resource center for
health, literacy, child development and much more

HIPPY promotes dialogue within the community
HIPPY encourages the establishment of a local advisory
group at each site to guide program 'mplementation
Drawing together persons representing different
segments of the community the advisory group
stimulates broad attention to the unmet needs of the
children and families served

HIPPY provides lower-Income communities with jobs
HIPPY hires and trains paraprofessionals from the
community, offering many women their first Job oppor-
tunity Employment with HIPPY helps to develop the
skills and work experience needed to compete success
fully for other Jobs in local labor markets

For more information contact Miriam Vt'estheimer, Director HIPPY USA 12.12i 645-4048
r'L,wi Center for the Chili , S3 W ..3rd St., New York, NA 10010

21-339 0 - 89 - 2
3"
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HOME INSTRUCTION PROGRAM FOR PRESCHOOL YOUNGSTERS

HIPPY USA

I never thought I could teach my child anything
I never knew I had anything to teach her.

HIPPY showed me Ida HIPPY made me my child's first teacher "
HIPPY Parent

Developed by the NCJW Research Institute for Innovation in Education at The HebrewUniversity in Jerusalem, the Home Instruction Program for Preschool Youngsters(HIPPY) is designed to help mothers from educationally disadvantaged backgroundsprovide their four- and five-year-old children with school-readiness skills. The HIPPYmodel centers around the training of paraprofessionals, themselves mothers of young
children from the communities saved by the program, to work with families in the context
of their own homes and in small, supportive group settings.

HIPPY was devel in 1969 by a rese&ch team under the leadership of Dr Avima
Lombard. Longituamal research provided strong evidence of HIPPY's positive effects on
both children and parents, leading Israel's Ministry ofEducation and Culture to sponsor
dissemination of HIPPY to educationally disadvantaged families throughout the country.
Curren 4 about 13,000 Israeli families participate in HIPPY annually, m over 110 urbanand nuA communities.

HIPPY was first introduced to the United States m 1984. Today, twenty-two programsserving about 2,400 tangles are operating in eight states: Arkansas, Florida, Kentucky,
Louisiana, New York, Oklahoma, l'ennspvania, and Texas. HIPPY programs are locatedin both rural and urban communities. Some are affiliated with schools, others, with
commmunity-based organizations. Program matenals are available in both English andSpanish.

HIPPY IS DEDICATED TO:

o increasing the chances of positive early school experience among children
from educationally and economically disadvantaged backgrounds

o empowering parents to view themselves as primary educators of their
children

o creating an educational milieu in the home that encourages literacy

o fostering parental involvement in school and com-"unity life

o providing parents with the opportunity of becoming paraprofessionals in
their own community

o helping paraprofessionals develop the skills and work experience they
need to compete successfully for other jobs in local labor markets

For more information, contact: Miriam Westheimer
NCJW Center for the Child
53 West 23rd Street
New York, NY 10010
(212) 645-4048
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Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Miss Rich.
Are there any questions? If not, thank you very much.
Our next witness is the honorable Pat Tornillo, who is Executive

Vice President of the United Teachers of Dade County, a great
leader in the cause of education in our State for so long. We are
pleased to have you here, Mr. Tornillo.

STATEMENT OF PAT TORNILLO, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
UNITED TEACHERS OF DADE COUNTY

Mr. TORNILLO. It was very kind of you, Mr. Chairman, and it's
nice to have you home. It's very nice to have these Congressmen
visiting us.

I am Executive Vice President of United Teachers of Dade, but
so that the committee can get a little bit better perspective, I am
also president of the State Teachers Union and vice president of
the American Federation of Teachers nationally, the AFT, of which
Mr. Al Shanker is the president.

It may sound a little strange for me to stand up here and say
that I agree with the Superintendent of Schools. Some of you may
not have had that kind of experience in your own districts. But
that is exactly what I'm going to say to you, and perhaps empha-
size something that Dr. Fernandez saidbecause all of the things
that he said to you are correctanu that is the labor-management
relationship. We are well aware of what has happened in American
industry; we are well aware of what has happened in the Japanese
model; and perhaps too much attention has not been placed on the
educational aspect of it.

We know pretty much what General Motors has done with
regard to the assembly line, and IBM and Xerox. But, unfortunate-
ly, in the educational systems, we are still operating, in perhaps
the overwhelming majority of districts, on a top-down rather than
a bottom-up philosophy of employee participation and employee in-
volvement.

The assembly lines for General Motors are our classrooms and
our classroom teachers. In the same concept of school-based, man-
agement-shared decision making that Dr. Fernandez talked to you
about, which Dade County is implementing, perhaps more so than
any other district, is the basis for a lot of the things that are going
on in Dade County. Because what, in effect, we have done is to say
to teachers and principals in the schools, we're going to stop telling
you whet to do, when to do it, and how to do it. We're going to
start treating you like professionals, and we're also going to start
asking you, if you had the right to make the decision, since you're
the people on the firing line, since you're the closest to the stu-
dents, what would you do if you had no impediments, no obstacles,
no Federal regulations, no State regulations, and even if the union
contract were . impediment, if you didn't have that, what would
you do as a faculty; how would you attack and approach the prob-
lem?

So let me relate those statements to your bill and to tell you that
in the following areas I would recommend some changes. In the
area where you talk about ,urances and that you want assur-
ances that the money would be used to supplement, not supplant,
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and that the requirement for a high school diploma would not be
lowered, I would change those assurances to guarantees. Not assur-
ances, but guarantees that the money would not be used to sup-
plant. I would change that to a guarantee that the requirements
would not be lowered.

When you talk in your billand I commend you for itabout
the distribution of the money, I have no problems with the five per-
cent for administrative costs and the 15 percent availaole under
the t that would be used for a state-wide program. I under-

the politics of that. But when you say that 40 percent would
be used for grants to individual schools, I commend you for it. But
I would substantially increase that. I would make it 80 percent to
individual schools, and find a way in the bill to require that the
faculty and the principal with parental involvement develop the
program for that school, very similar to the concept of school-based
management and shared decision making. Get the parents involved
in that school. Require that a plan come back not to the district
and not to the State, but that it come from that individual school
through the district to the State.

I'll be very frank with you. Based on my experience over the
years, I do not have too much confidence in State programs to
allow that money to filter down to an individual school, let alone a
school district, without a lot of strings attached to it. So what I'm
really saying to you is, go easy on the requirements, and particu-
larly the requirements at the State level. Get it down to what you
want it to be down to, whicl is the school level.

The last few comments I would like to make to you isand
you're certainly more aware of this than I am and the rest of us
is with regard to the deficit. We may win the deficit battleand I
say we may. But the question is, at what cost. Because if we win
the deficit battle and lose the economic and educational warbe-
cause that really is what your bill is facing, and that is the battle
that your bill is facingthe question is, do we really have the time.
Because I regard the deficit as a bottle. I regard the educational
and economic war that your bill would be addressing as a war.

Let me give you an example r3ongressman Perkins said this is
not just an urban or rural problem. It's everyone's problem. One of
the gentlemen told me about a iarmer who said there was a time
on the farm when all I looked for was a strong back. Someone to
pull a plow. Someone that had muscle. Today, when I buy a
$100,000 machine that is run by a computer, and that has to be
fixed, I'm no longer on a farm looking for just a strong back. I need
a strong mind along with that back. That's not urban. That's rural.

What we are really talking about in your billand we're talking
about educationis that unless this country makes up its mind
that we are going to drastically and substantially change the way
teachers teach, the way administrators administrate, the way chil-
dren learn, in order for our students to be competitive in the next
century, what we're really saying is that this country could be rel-
egated to a second-rate economic power. We are talking about a dif-
ferent kind of education. Of course, that's the reason we are not
able to reach a lot of the dropout that we have. I just think Ws
time for all of us to admit and to sit back and say we have never
really educated that kind of student; we've never really provided
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for it. It's time that we did it, because we can't afford the loss, eco-
nomically and educationally. We need to really stop a lot of the
rhetoric that's going on.

I guess that was my problem with Vice President Quayle's visit
here, and I guess it's my problem with regard to a lot of the rheto-
ric that's going on with regard to the dropout problem and a lot of
the other problems we have in education.

For the first time we had the business community beginning to
understand that their survival depends on the future educational
survival of this country. So all I can say to you is, we'll do every-
thing we can to help you with the bill. I hope you consider some of
the changes I have suggested to you. But I also have to say to you
that you're going to face a tough battle in getting this bill through.

Senator, I will be happy to answer any questions.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Tornillo. You, as always,

have hit the nail on the head. You have made suggestions which
will certainly receive the committee's careful consideration.

You have touched the spark that we're concerned about. What
we are talking about is the future of America, whether we're going
to have to carry these people on our backs as we struggle forward
in the world and competing with some of the great nations of the
world, or whether they're helping us, whether they are out there
working and fighting the same battle we are fighting. We are
trying to bring them into the mainstream of American life. We're
trying to arouse their ambition. an awareness of what it means if
they drop out of school, that they're just accepting poor wages, a

r home, a poor life in the years ahead, and poor children if they
me family members. So you have eloquently stated what we

are talking about.
Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Just one question, from one retired union officlel,

who is a Member of Congress, to another union official.
One thing that has been raised time and time again is that we're

having difficulty in attracting students to enter into the teaching
profession because of the wage level. Do you see this as a problem
that we have?

Mr. Tommo. I don't think there's any question about it. We are
facing the most severe teaching shortage crisis in the nistory of
this country. We will lose over the next fi .e to seven years 50 per-
cent of the present teachers now teaching in classrooms. Those are
teachers who were educated in the Fifties and Sixties. The college
student of today is not going into teaching and not becoming a
teacher, and even in greater numbers with regard to women and
minoritiesand I don t blame them. I mean, doors have opened up
to women and doors have opened up to minorities that have never
been opened before.

Two things that we have found out from the research with
regard to college studentsand we have done considerable re-
searchwhy won't you become a teacher? There are three things
they tell us. One is teaching is not respected in society today, and I
don't really want to go into something that I have to apologize for.
That is their perception, and part of that percention is reality.

The second is compensation. But even more an compensation is
"I don't see a future in teaching. There's no upward mobility.
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There is no way for me, as a classroom teacher, after I'm in the
profession for 10 or 15 or 20 years, to earn more money without
having to become the principal or an administrator and remain a
classroom teacher."

The last thing they have told us is why should I go into a profes-
sion that really is not a profession yet, a total profession, where my
judgment will not be respected, where I am constantly told what to
do and when to do it, where I cannot exercise creativity, where I
cannot be a part of the decisions that are made. And so it's the
workplace and what happens in schools, which college students are
well aware of, in addition to the compensation, but the total com-
pensation, as I indicated, in terms of the future potential, and the
overall question of raising the status of the teaching profession in
the eyes of the public. Those three things are going against us, and
those are the kinds of things we trying to change in Dade
County, particularly with the close labor/management relation-
ship.

I think the age of confrontation and adversarial relations are
over. I happen to be one of those union leaders, Congressman
Hayes, who believes that we're all in this together and we had
better make sure that the survival is the thing we're talking about.
The way to do that, in my opinion, is through cooperation and not
through constant fighting.

Mr. HAYES. I share your opinion. I just happen to believe that
parents and teachers are two important components to our being
able to lick this problem.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Perkins.
Mr. PERKINS. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I again thank you for the op-

portunity to question this distinguished panelist.
Certainly I would have very few questions. There is very little

you have said that I don't agree with in some fashion. This is going
to be a very difficult piece of legislation to see enacted. Those of us
who have served on the Education and L .bor Committee for a
number of years fully realize that the fact that fie pass a piece of
legislation does rot mean it's going to ha funded, and that our
present legislation we're passing is not being funded to the levels
that we would like to see.

I think perhaps more for reality's sake, everyone in his room
should realize that what we're talking about today is trying to mo-
bilize a national interest in this type of legislation that can get to
local representatives, local Congressmen, local Senators across this
country, that will be interested in seeing that, as you said, we don't
lose the war because we won the battle of the deficit. Int,eed, this is
slmething that we've got to focus on.

Again, I thank you and the AFT for what you have done in pro-
posing uc ei ideas and trying to get out of some of the channels that
we've beet. in for such a long period of time that I think have been
probably very detrimental to our overall approach.

Lastly, I would certainly concur with you that making the teach-
er a true professional is something, both in terms of monetary and
in terms of career goals, something that we need to focus more on
in this country presently. My mother was a teacherboth of my
parents at one time or another were teachers. My mother was a
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teacher who for years would come home and tell me this program
they were going to institute this year, and after 20 years of teach-
ing she was supposed to use this approach, and year in and year
out they were trying different programs. It was a very frustrating
experience for her. She considered herself a good teacher who
knew how to try to motivate children and try to do a good job in
the school system, and yet her opinion was constantly bypassed be-
cause of administrative regulations that came from on high, that
seemed to intercede in a manner that they became not truly profes-
sionals but mere puppets. So we had a system with the decision
makers at some end that no one seemed to know who they were. So
I certainly understand and agree with a number of things that you
said.

Again, I hope that we can see the motivation that's being done
here in Dade County sweep across the country, and I hope very
much that we can see more money, the bottom line. We'll just have
to wait and see on that.

Mr. TORNILLO. So do I, Congressman.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you.
Mr. R-hall.
Mr. RAHALL. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEPPER. May I just say one word in agreement with what

you said about the low salaries. My late dear sister taught school
for 38 years, including Jacksonville, and winding up in Fort Lau-
derdale, known as "Mamma Willis". She was a beloved and distin-
guished teacher. After 38 years, when she retired a few years ago,
she was making $14,000 a year. It's a shameful figure for anybody
in a professional status. Fortunately I have a grand niece who is
teaching now, and she's only been teaching a couple of years, and I
think she started in at about $17- or $18,000.

Mr. TORNILLO. Where is she teaching, Senator?
Mr. PEPPER. At Bradenton.
Mr. TORNILLO. Well, you ought to ask her to come to Dade

County because next year we'll be able to pay her $25,000.
Mr. PEPPER. I'll tell her that.
[Laughter.]
Thank you very much, Mr. Tornillo.
Mr. TORNILLO. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Now we have a distinguished businessman of our

community, Mr. Larry Adams, who is Vice President of Economic
Development, Florida Power & Light Company, who has taken an
enlightened view of the cause of education as well as other good
causes in our community. He has to leave and I'm putting him a
little bit ahead of some of the other witnesses because of that.

Mr. Adams, we're glad to have you.

STATEMENT OF LARRY ADAMS, VICE PRESIDENT OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT, FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

Mr. ADAMS. Thank you, Congressman Pepper, and your col-
leagues, for letting me appear before you for a most important
issue, an issue that is of great concern to Florida Power & Light
Company. My cause for having to leave early is that I must attend
the funeral of Jean Widden, whom you know very well, who hap-
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paned to be one of the greatest community soldiers of our State
and who will be sorely missed.

The FPL service area includes more than half the State of Flori-
da, and we provide electricity LT. 27 Florida counties, an area that
includes more than 2,000 schools and approximately one million
students. If 25 percent of those student3 drop out of the school
system, it's striking a devastating blow to the businesses and indus-
tries of Florida. The loss of these students doesn't just hurt the
State school system; it hurts our State's chances for economic
growth; and even more importantly, it hurts those students'
chances for personal growth and career satisfaction.

You know that the State of Florida is the beneficiary of over a
thousand people a day moving into our State, not the traditional
retirees but people who are coming to create new jobs, new indus-
tries. We're the fourth largest electronic State, high tech, in the
country, behind California, Arizona, Massachusetts and North
Carolina. We're the fifth, but will be the fourth. So we also, by lo-
cation, are situated in one of the most strategic parts of this hemi-
sphere. The promise and the potential for international trade and
commerce and growth is both promising, in at least the southern
part of Florida.

I say that because, in preparing for the future needs of the busi-
ness community, nothing is going to be more important than an
educational system in a dynamitally changing environment, one
that can keep young people in school and graduate them with em-
ployment skills. By the turn of the century, Florida is expected to
pass New York as the Nation's third largest State. That means
there are going to be thousands of jobs available to those who are
computer literate, to those who can master basic math skills, and
to those who have command of the language art skills As a State
and as a nation, we simply can't afford to have one-fourth of our
potential work force place in a position of having to be trained by
the business sector.

Reducing the number of school dropouts has to become a top pri-
ority in this country because, in the words of a university presi-
dent, if you think education is expensive, try ignorance. We have
heard time and time again how the United States has slipped in
the global marketplace and how we are no longer competitive in
many areas. Many people go so far as to insist that we can never
regain the economic position we once held as a nation. I don't be-
lieve that for one minute. But if we are to reclaim the lofty stature
we once took for granted, it's going to take every resource that
we've got, and of those resources, ,lone are more important to us
than the young people in school.

Somehow, our educational system has got to challenge students
to tune in rather than drop out. Somehow, we've got to have a
system that works not for just 75 percent of our young people but
for all of them. There are at least 17 different dropout prevention
programs already in place within our school system. Some of them
work very well, but many of them fall short of the targeted objec
tives. We cannot afford to keep funding programs that don't work.
We must make them effective, and to do that, I think we must take
a different approach to the problem.
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Congressman Perkins, you made a statero.,..nt that included the
words "root cau-e" a moment ago. Pat Tornillo made a statement
in talking about Op down and bottom up, vertical management
practices. I believe that we really need to place more emphasis on
the horizontal inclusion of business in a way that does precisely
what you al! ;ed to as identifying the root cause of he problem.

We have boat selected as a community to participate in the Com-
pact Project, which is an administration project, e National Alli-
ance of Business project. f believe that in Dade County the best
thing we could do as business, and the thing that we intend to do
through the Compact Project, is to marshal that horizontal capabil-
ity from business to match up with the school administration and
the Pat Tornillos and the teachers, and to apply the management
expertise of all concerned to do the best job possible of identifying
what is the main underlying cause of the problem, to use our busi-
ness tricl management and our expert analytical skills to zero in on
the cause and effect, and then to move into tactical agendas that
use the management discipline of pilot2,4 programs before we
come to you for full funding of programs.

I believe that we have some excellent examples in Dade County.
You've heard of a few and you'll hear of many others. The career
lab project, the junior junior achievement of Dade County, is a
good example of what I'm talking about, to change the attitudinal
understanding tnd behavior at that early age. It was a program
that was nut rushed into and enor tun stuns were asked from busi-
ness to put them in every el school. Rather, it followed
the disciplined appros ch of c. ip with a tactical agenda that
addressed the root cause and , I over a decent length of time
in several elementary schools. It proved that it, indeed, produced
desirable results.

By that process, business came forward through the Greater
Miami Chamber of Commerce, ana they weren't persui.- ed to
invest in career labs; they were convinced to invest in career labs.
So the thing that T believe we are not necessarily pioneering but
staking our futuit. n is a coalition partnership that will be re-
sponding to not only relevant problem resolution but problem reso-
lution driven by data, driven pretty much, hopefully, by consensus,
so that when we put these pilot programs into place, they will have
a high probability of being successful, and that when we come to
you end get beyond our local molecule for financial and revenue
requests, we would hope that our request wouid be so convincing
that you then would become part of our coalition to fight for the
assignment of Dade County in a way thptand other schools who
follow this process in the communitiesin a way 'hat you h ave a
great deal of confidelice in.

M. PE. PER. Mr. Adams, how many people would you say Florida
Power & Light Company employs in Dade County each year?

Mr. ADAMS. New employees?
Mr. PEPPER. Yes.
Mr. ADAMS. Weil, we have approximately 4,000 employees locat-

ed here within Dade County, and I would say we rirobably employ
around 400 new employees every year. Part of that-

Mr. PEPPER. How many of those would you say are school drop-
:Ads, high pchool dropouts?
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Mr. ADAMS. Well, I don't know the exact figures, but I do know
that we're part of the on-the-job training program. I can't answer
that question. I do know they are denied employment with Florida
Power & Light Company by virtue of not having a high school edu-
cation with employable skills.

Mr. PEPPER. In other words, you're a goon z.,Yokesman for busi-
ness in general, that a boy or girl who has dropped out of high
school is very much handicapped in getting a job now with business
in Dade County; isn't that true?

Mr. ADAMS. They practically don't have a chance.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Adams.
Mr. Hayes?
Mr. HAYES. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Perkins.
Mr. PERKINS. Just briefly. Certainly I agree that business has got

to become a lot more involved in this process.
Now, you have some specific ongoing programs at this time that

you're trying tk identify, as we said, the root causes?
Mr. ADAMS. Well, our Compact Project
Mr. PERKINS. Yes, you mentioned that.

Amuse. You're familiar with that.
Mr. PERK""B. Yes.
Mr. ADAILti. Oar objEctiveand we're just cranking upour ob-

jective is to respond with strong busincvas input and teacher input,
administration input and student input, in the identification and
documentation of root causes. We're approaching it from a problem
perspective.

Mr. PERKINS. I understand. What was the time frame on that?
Mr. ADAMS. Within the next nine months we expect to have a

tactical agenda that will have priority programs that are data sup-
ported, that we can go to the business community and let them
have that confidence that they're investing in something that is
really the resolution to the problem.

Mr. PERKINS. Keep the committee advised on those. I think we're
interested in seeing how those studies go on.

Mr. Ansme. Thank you. We will.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Rahall?
Mr. RAHALL. No questions.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much. We appreciate your being

with us, Mr. Adams.
Mr. ADAMS. You're welcome, sir.
Mr. PEPPER. _\Tow we're going to ask all of the studentsMackie

Barnes, Michael Oquendo, Dulce Terrero, Ginette Louis, Luis Col-
lazo, Sadilia Williams, Roy Carter and Sharon Fullerto come
down to the front please. We're going to take you next. But we will
take a five minute recess first.

[Recess.]
Mr. PEPPER. We are running a little late. Willard Fair has told

me that he has to go and I would ask him to go ahead of the stu-
dents if he will.

Mr. Fair, if you will please put your statement in the record and
summarize it if you will. We are very pleased to have you.
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STATEMENT OF T. WILLARD FAIR, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXEC-
UTIVE OFFICER, URBAN LEAGUE OF GREATER MIAMI, INC.,
MIAMI, FLORIDA

Mr. FAIR. Thank you very much, Senator, and to the members of
the committee. It is a pleasure to have an opportunity to share
with you the observations of the Urban League of Greater Miami
regarding our topic of dropouts.

Let me say that I have submitted already to the staff the record
which outlines the issues of concern by the League and which we
hope makes appropriate recommendations regardirg the resolu-
tion.

Let me say to you that while you may read that, let me point out
that the issue of resolution goes beyond the document, it goes
beyond the bill that you are offering as part of the resolution.

We have heard a great deal of discussion this morning about
children at risk. We have heard no discussion about who puts them
at risk. We have heard a good deal of discussion about what we
should do once they are at risk; but we have heard no real discus-
sion about what must happen so that they may never be at risk
again.

One of the things that we have to look very carefully at in re-
sponse to the problem is to make sure that we identify the right
problem, and to focus on dropout problems simply by a series of
programs followed by some public policy may not clearly determine
who will be at risk in the future.

It is 4rn 'dant for this committee to note that the value system
in Black "erica relatc3 to the value of education as the avenue
for equity and parity with the rest of America no longer exists. It
is significant to note that the dropout rate is not a new phenomena
in the Black community. It is the incifience that is occurring that
makes us become concerned about it.

3ut as you look at all of the exciting things that we are doing
here in Dade County as enumerated by our Superintendent and un-
derscored by )ur union administrator; clearly, as you pointed out,
Senator, in spite of all those efforts one out of every four kids de-
cides to take an exodus.

I submit to you that part of the primary reason in the Black
community is the fact that in 1989, unlike in 1959, there is no
value on education. My community does not believe that it is im-
portant to be educated. So to suggest to them that they stay in
school too years longer, with an attitude of non-importance about
the process, simply means tha, we postpone the inevitable for two
more years.

I submit to you that one of the things that this committee ought
to be about the business of doing is making sure that you challenge
your colleagues who have the responsibility for the Department of
Education subcommittees so that they can begin to underst ,nci the
value of creating a massive Wall Street media campaign focused on
Black Americathe theme being clearly a renaiusance on the
value of education.

I believe that we have got to create such a program of the magni-
tude and scope that we have done in response to the AIDS epidem-
ic in this community; that mothers in this State did with the whole
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issue of drunk driving; that somehow, as Mr. Perkins pointed out,
there must be a national concern about the value of education; and
that we have got to Wail Street promote that and market that
throughout every hamlet, ueighboi hood, and ghetto in America.

I submit to you that in the absent' of restoring value on educa-
tion, then the public policy that you are proposing and the wonder-
ful programs that we are implementing will simply only serve
those few who are fortunate enough to come through the process.

I think also that this committee needs to look beyond its commit-
tee responsibilities and not only challenge the Department of Edu-
cation to do so many things, but I think we must say to other Fed-
eral instituted programs that they can use their responsibilities to
bring about that value on education that we talk about.

For example, each summer, through JTPA and DOL there are a
series of summer teen employment jobs ready for students to go to
work during the summer. Somehow we've got to be more specific;
somehow we've got to connect up those who get those jobs and
those who are in school, those who are doing well in school, those
who are making good grades in school, that the opportunities must
be steered as incentives, as rewards, to those who already recognize
the value of education. We cannot indiscriminately say to those
who do not participate ntior to the procesr, beginning in the
summer, that you have been out of school; yoi, have not attempted
to enroll either in school or an adult course and, therefore, we will
treat you the same in regards to these new kinds of missions.

I think we have to target those and I think the message has' to be
very clear that this is a reward and this is part of what you get if
you stay in school, do well, make good grades. I think that has
more impact than saying, I've simply got to go two more years in
order to say that I have competed and, therefore, the ratio goes up.

Finally, the whole issue of entitlement programs. Somehow we
have to understand that part of the absence of value rests with the
current attitude of the adults in my community. If adults have no
value on education; if they f re dependent upon welfare and other
kinds of entitlement progre.ins, then the likelihood of their being
able to pass on to their siblings the v, lue and the importance of
education is very limited.

When children raise children, the process of parenting is learned,
therefore, if they do not have it themselves, they cann. t pass it on.
And in the absence of that ability, they behave as nature would
allow them to behave given the circumstances in which they find
themselves. And in most instances, those circumstances today do
not place a value on education; they do not place a value on strug-
gle, sacrifice, delayed gratification. But they do place a value on in-
stant gratification; they do place a value on quick money; they do
pizes a value on those things that come easy without any sacrifice.

Somehow we must take the entitled programs which have, in my
judgment, made it obvious that that is all right, and restructure
those entitled programs so that those who are dependent upon
them understand that they must do some different things with
their children if they are to continue to be the recipient of it.

It makes no sense for us to increase AFDC to parents who do not
assume parent responsibilities as those responsibilities am relatwl
to your child staying in school, and going to 'school. And somehow

4
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we h we separated that responsibility and given that to someone
else it ought to be responsible for.

I think that there has to be some stimulations that there's a con-
tract that's going to be existing between those who believe that
automatically they should receive the entitlement programs. They
must now know that in order to receive them there are some re-
sponsibilities that we will force you to do. And if you do not carry
out your end of the contract, then you will no longer receive them.

The point is that you restructure the system so that it makes
people behave in the best interests of all other people. And struc-
turing the entitlement program towards that end, in my judgment,
does that.

[The prepared statement of T. Willard Fair follows:)
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The Dade County Public

87-88 school year was 267,159.

School System's student population K-12 for the

The ethnic composition wcs as follows:

Black 88.09S 33,10%

White 55,984 21.03%

Hispanic - 118,917 44.68%

Asian Pacific Islander - 3,077 1.16%

American Indian 82 .03%

Among grades 9-12 for the school year 1986-87, the total population and

droPout statistics are reflected as follows:

RatemitAttisAvAcs_2:12

Total Student Population

White - 19,981 Black - 22,544 Hispanic - 29,385 Asi-n 891

Dropout: White - 1,073 Black - 1,761 HisPanic 2,064 Asian - 26

Percent: White - 5.42 Black - 7.81 HisPanic 7.0% Asian 3.1%

Total - 72,824 DroPout 4,906 Percent - 6.7%

The magnitude of the problem is devastating.

The problem of dropout prevention requires the collaborative response of a

cohesive network involving the hose, school and community at the political,

social and religious levels.

There are many bles that correlate with dropping out of school.

Poverty seems to be a unified thread woven into the concq,'t of "at risk,"

culturally disadvantaged students. Usually, however, the culturally

disadvantaged and low socio-economic status is commonlyeassociated with

dropouts. These students are disproportionately Black and HisPanic, because

their racial groups are disproportionately poor.

"At risk" youth are young people who face uncertain futures as workers and

citizens. At stake is whether they will save into Productive adu1t lives or

- 1 -
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fall into patterns of chronic failure that deepen their alienation and

dependency upon the welfare system.

Tile demands for improved academic achievNient and educational reforms are at

an all-time high. Schools are confronting a dilemma of great proportions and

serious consequences if not resolved on both sides of the issue. The dilemma;

Keep at-risk youths in school and bolster the basic skills of graduates.

I submit to you that both can be done. However. intense financial support

and intervention is needed at the federal and state levels of government.

What role can/should government play', Allow me to elabarate on the issues.

recommendations and desired government responses to this problem based on my

perception.

I. ISSUE

A system-wide approach to resolving the problem of high dropout rates among

our youth is the only meaningful way to address the issue. The instructional

staff of any school spends the greatest amount of time with and potentially has

the greatest impact on student behavior cf any school personnel.

To maximize the potential for creating an environment in which both teacher

and student can function at optimum levels. certain pre-requisites must exist

and must be met:

1. Training. recruitment and placement of teachers must be done with the

utmost care to protect the emotional and psychological needs of youth.

2. Teachers must believe fundamentally that all youth can learn.

3. Teachers must be COMPETENT. SENSITIVE. and CARING individuals.

4. ThL diminishing pool of teachers who meet the desired criteria must be

replenished by attracting expertise from the private sector utilizing

proven incentives.

-2.-
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RECOMMENDATION(S)

1. To attract the types of individuals needed, we must groom college students

In

"teacher education centers". These centers would encompass pre-service

internships beginning with the sophomore Year for potential educators. For

those persons already in the system, paid sabaticals and training should be

offered to bring them to the desired level of functioning.

2. Cooperative Education - focused on Math. Science, and language Arts, may be

instituted utilizing private sector employees possessing the needed skills

as on-loan" or emplJyed staff. Additionally, education carpi say be

developed, which offer college tuition in exchange for 5 years of service

to the education system for acadericallY qualified students.

GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSE

1. Financial support for the funding of this recommendation is needed.

2. Tax incentives should be made available to employers would participate

in loaning their staff to the educational district.

II. ISSUE

Pre-School Intervention is felt to be a major determining factor in dropout

prevention.

RECOMMENDATION(S)

An expansion of the number and capacity of pre-schools in this county is

ted.

GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSE

The local school district should be encouraged to devise creative and

innovative ways to utilize Title I dollars. There should be reduced monitoring

of expenditures related to the categorical use of Title I monies.

3 -
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III. ISSL7

The overpowering "Thrust For Excellence" for high school graduates impacts

adversely on "at-risk" students. While not wishing to diminish tie feed fur

academic excellence, this should not adversely impact/ this PoPulaticn by arcing

them to dropout.

RECOMMFA'ATIf,.

Any policy which has syscem-wide , -, t -

emotional and psychological impact un cl-e ,t-r,,f, 7 ong,t,r.

If there is potential adverse imp., c needed student support items should be

identified and recommended to assist the at-risk group Ln remaining in school

and being able to compete.

GOVERNMENT'S kESPOhbE

Increased funding is needed to support the "special supports" of at-risk

students.

IV. ISSUE SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Dade Count), is an Immense urban center with all of the corresponding

variables related to housing, employment, health care, education, etc., which

negatively impact on those of low-socio economic status who also comprise the

at-risk population. The education system has to be restructured such that it

Personalizes the education experience for students. All models developed must

build on the strengths of students.

RCCOMMENDATION(S)

1. Various educational L. 4e15 which foster a ,eduction in the student/teacher

ratio must be developed and iliplemented.

2. All support institutions, i.e., health. hou5irj. employment, social welfare,

etc., should be coord:nat,d within the clucatlof,:l setting.

5(
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This will allow students to be served utilizing a "Holistic Appro-..ch" thus,

nullifying the fragmentation which leads to frustration and ultimats dropping

out.

GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSE

1. Education, health and human services should be funded in a collaborative

manner with the school district being resPorsible for the coordination of

services to students. This will maximize the benefits received by

students.

2. Tax incentives should be offered to the corporate community in an attempt

to have them support alternative learning models for at-risk youth.

V. ISSUE

The need for gainful employment based on economic deprivation is

overwhelming among a -risk youth. This is true for single youth and more

pronounced for teenage Parents.

Additionally, the sale of drugs and the large amounts of money to be made

has become a major factor in the decision to leave school for oaf.), inner city

Youth.

RECOMMENDATION

1. Adult education must be maintained and expanded to accommodate those

students who must work.

2. Students must be encouraged to return to school after childbirth

and they should be given all social service benefits necessary to

facilitate remaining in school.

3. Legal leniency is needed in making laws which define the sale of drugs

a felony, irrespective of age. Thereby, eliminating the Juvenile offender

status; affording limited incarceration and return to the streets to

resume "business as usual."

- 5
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accommodate student needs should be modeled and implemented.

GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSE ..

1. Enact legislation which allows the treatment of youth as adults within

the judicial system when the charge is "sale and distribution of drugs."

2. Enact legislation to terminate all social welfare benefits to teenage

parents who either fail to return to and complete high school or equivalency

requirements and those who have repeat pregnancies prior to completion

of high school.

3. Provide funding for "flexible scheduling" within the education district.

VI. ISSUE

Computer assisted training is considered an excellen* learning tool for

at-risk students.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Expand computer assisted learning in the School System.

GOVERMENT'S RESPONSE

Provide increased funding to support the implementation and expansion of

computer assisted training for at-risk students.

VII. ISSUE

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT as it relates to supporting the education system

efforts is needed and can be a valuable tool in preventing dropouts. Many

socioeconomically disadvantaged parents are in many instances unable to assist

students because they have educational deficiencies which make this possible.

RECOMMENDATION

Literacy training for parents should be offered with focus on assisting

parents to teach kids and provide cultural and educational outlets to at-risk

youngsters.

- 6 -
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GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSE

Provide funding needed to implement and expand "parent education" at the

community level.

I have defined the problems. Made recommendations and suggested

governmental responses to a very complex problem. which has the potential of

adversely affective all Dade County residents. It is y fervent hope that

together all of us. working together. Cial resolve this problem

7 -



Mr. HAYES. Do we have a full copy of your testimony that par-
ticularly deals in this area of reforming our welfare system as it
relates to entitlements to make it mandatory that they follow cer-
tain restrictions and certain guidelines in order to be eligible? Do
you have that documented?

Mr. FAIR. I have testimony that I have given you, which does not
document in the detail that I gave you just now, that portion of my
own personal philosophy.

Mr. HAYES. Okay.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. Fair, we thank you for an eloquent statement.
Mr. ki AIR. Thank yc'i, sir.
Mr. PEPPER. Now we will have the students. First we will have

Mr. Mackie Barnes and Mr. Michael Oquendo. Will you folks come
up to the microphone, please. Go right ahead, gentlemen, and
make your statements with respect to being a dropout.

Are both of you dropouts?
Mr. BARNES. No, sir.
Mr. OQUENDO. No.
Mr. PEPPER. Well, tell us why you are not.

STATEMENTS OF MACKIE BARNES AND MICHAEL OQUENDO,
STUDENTS

Mr. BARNES. I am not a dropout because of people who showed
me that they really cared about my being in school and certain
programs that helped me brighten myself as to staying in school.

Mr. Ogumno. I am net a dropout because of the same reason. I
have people who care, too.

Mr. PEPPER. Have you graduated from high school'
Mr. OQUENDO. No, but we are going to.
Mr. BARNES. No, sir.
Mr. PEPPER. Are you still in high school?
Mr. OQUENDO. Yes, we are.
Mr. BARNES. Yes.
Mr. PEPPER. What grade are you in?
Mr. OQUENDO. Eleventh.
Mr. BARNES. The same.
Mr. PEPPER. Eleventh. And why do you think so many students

drop out?
Mr. BARNES. Basically, it is because they have been sort of shuf-

fled around it life, and some of them have problems that most
people would love concerned with, but no one shows them any
concern as to them ..ropping out, and so they feel that no one
cares.

Mr. PEPPINEt. What would you say'l
Mr. OQUENDO. That is what they peed. They need someone ''+o

tares. They need someone to be with then when they are in trou-
ble.

Mr. PEPPER. Is there anything you would recommend that we do
to keep them from dropping out?

Mr. OQUENDO. Yes. We need a little bit more school spirit. We
need more life to our scHz,vi, you know, more activities. There are
some graduates right now that tell me, "Oh, Miami Beach Senior
High used to be a good school." Well, why can't it still be a good
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cnhool? It can still be a great school, which it is. We have some
teachers that are good; we have some teachers who jue, you know,
don't care. We have a little bit of good, and we have a little bit of
bad, but we have to take care of that bad.

Mr. PEPPER. Do you think it is the schools' fault in any way that
so many students drop out?

Mr. BARNES. No.
Mr. OQUENDO. No, not all the time; it is rot at all. It could be

family orobiems. I at one time had my probi.;ms, you know.
Mr. PEPPER. You young gentlemen are setting a good example for

your fellow young people. We hope they will follow that.
Any questions?
Mr. Ems. Just on, little thing.
Do both of you go to the same high 6chool^
Mr. BARNES. Yes, sir.
Mr. OQUENDO. Yes, we do.
Mr. HAYES. Are drugs a proble..t in :'our school?
Mr. BARNES. Excuse me?
Mr. HAYES. Drugs.
Mr. BARNES. Drugs is basically a problem wherever you go.
Mr. HAVES. In you sch'Jol.
Mr. BARNES. In our school?
Mr. IIAvEs. Yes.
Mr. OQUENDO. Pretty much, yes.
Mr. BARNES. Yes.
Mr. OQuENDO. rkrid we have a lot of dropouts--bad attendance,

bad conduct.
Mr. HAYES. Okay.
Mr. PEPPER. Any other questions?
Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Next, Ihilcee Terrero and Ms. Ginette Louis. Are they here? Is

Mr. Terrero here?
Ms. Louis. He is not here.
Mr. PEPPER. Ms. Louis, we are pleased to have you. Go right

ahead.

STATEMENT OF GINETTE LOUIS, STUDENT
Ms. Louis. My name is Ginette Louis.
Mr. PEPPER. Are you a dropout?
Ms. Louis. No, I am not a dropout student.
Mr. PEPPER. Go right ahead. Tell us why some students are drop-

ping out.
Ms. Louis. I think because some of them think school is boring,

and some of them, because of their grade, that can make them
drop out of school.

Mr. PEPPER. Have you any advice to give this committee on how
we can keep students from dropping out so much?

Ms. Louis. Well, sty :_lnIAts need more people to talk to them, like
counseling, students Awed special tutoring, and students need more
jobs, and students need more activities in school, going on field
trips and so on. That can help them stay in school.

Mr. PEPPER. Well, you are setting your fellow students a good ex-
ample.

5 v
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Any questions?
Mr. HAYS:.. I didn't get the grade. What is your grade level?
Ms Louis. Twelve.
Mr. HAYES Y are a senior now.
Ms. Louis. Right.
Mr. HAYES. You are going to graduate thi year?
Ms. Louis. I hope so.
Mr. HAYES. Congratulations, and do it. You have got to hang in

there.
Mr. PEPPER.. ny other questions.
Thank you very much, Ms. Louis.
Mr. Luis Collazo and Ms. Sadilia Williams, will you come up

here.
Mr. Col lazo, will you go ahead.

STinfEMENTS OF LUIS COLLAZO AND SADILIA WILLIAMS,
STUDENTS

Mr. COLLAZO. Good morning.
Mr. PEPPER. Are you in the eleventh grade?
Mr. COLLAZO. I attend Madison Senior High, and I am in the

eleventh grade. I am one of the two student:, in the panel who
dropped out but then came back to school, and right now I am in-
volved in a school program that is called Career Facilitators. It is a
rsram that helps tutor students at risk, and I am no longer a
student at risk, but 1 help tutor students who are going through
the same thing that I was going through last year.

Mr. PEPPER. Have you any understanding of why so many stu-
dents drop out of school?

Mr. COLLAZO. In my opinion, I basically dropped out of school be-
cause school was not a challenge. It was not the act that I couldn't
or wasn't capable to handle everything academically; that was not
it. The fact was that I got bored out of school, you know. Uming to
school was not something interesting any more. I dropped out be-
cause I was bored.

Mr. PEPPER. They don't realize what they are doing to their
future, do they?

Mr. COLLAZO. I didn't, but thanks to the help of my counselor,
my career specialist counselor, she made me realize that without a
high school diploma there was no way of me getting a decent job.

Mr. PEPPT'll. Well, you stay in school and go on to college. I hope
every one of you understands that your life will be so much richer,
your jobs will be so much better, your standard of living generally
will be much higher, if you go on to college. Every one of us here
at this table is concerned that every boy and girl in America who is
qualified to go to college have an opportunity to do so, to take spe-
cial training, to fit themselves fo a more useful life.

So we all hope that every one of you will stay on .11 high school
an I graduate from college.

Ms. v;T:lliams, will you tell us what grade you are in?
Vs. Wr _LIAM& Eleventh.
Mr. ilEPPER. You will graduate in the twelfth grade?
Ms. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. PEP"v.R. I see. And you re going to stay on, aren't you?
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Ms. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. PEPPER. Why do so many of your friends drop out?
Ms. Wuwims. Because they don't want to stay in school, and

they are bored when they come to school, and they have too much
more programming t) keep them in school.

Mr. PEPPER. What percentage of the dropouts would you say are
on account of teenage pregnancy? Is it a considerable number?

Ms. WILLIAM. It is.
Mr. PEPPER. It is tragic, isn't it? Have you any suggestions as to

anything w.? an do to be helpful?
Ms. WILLIAMS. Yes. Like my program, my teacher. When you

come to school, you have more programs, and then you have to
stay on in school.

Mr. PEPPER. Well, that is very kind of you. You keep on course,
and continue to be a good example to other young ladies that are
in school. Stay on, and go on V college.

Ms. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. PEPPER. Any questions?
Mr. Rahall.
Mr. RAHALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You may have heard me earlier in the question I asked the su-

perintendent of schools when he was here about any discussion of
revocation of driver's license if you dropped out of school. Do you
all have drivers' licenses?

Mr. COLLAZO. I do.
Ms. WILLIAMS. No, I don't.
Mr. RAHALL. What are your thoughts on that?
Mr. COLLAZO. Revocation of the driver's license? I don't think

that is fair, becaur e there are some students that drop out and they
drop out because they probably have a good reason for dropping
out. I don't believe there is a good reason, but it was a decision
they had to make, to drop out to go to work.

One thing I would like to sugg.,st is a program to get students
not to drop out. A lot of students crop out jut to go to work.

Mr. RAHALL. And they need their car to go to work?
Mr. Comm. Not their carwell, they just drop out to go to

work because they want to work.
There are a lot of programs, like on television, you know,

"Become a medical technician; you don't need a high school diplo-
ma; all you do is join us, and"you know"we will help you; you
will become a medical assistant" or whatever. Programs like that
that don't require a high school diploma. Students get interested in
it, and they ask themselves, "Why am I going to high school and
wasting my time when I could be getting paid for being a medical
assistant ?'

One thing I suggest is that schools have more vocational pro-
grams, because at my school they don't have any vocational pro-
grams. In order for me to have a vocational education, I he.c. to go
to another school; I have to cluster; that is what they call it, clus-
ter, busing from one school to another. That discourages a lot of
students.

So what I recommend is that more vocational programs be facili-
tated at every school, not just at one school, because that way, a
student is going to graduate from high school with their diploma,
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and also they are going to have training in a vocational program
they can rely on right after high school. Instead of having to go
through the basic training of a vocational program right after high
school, they could be getting that training during high school.

Mr. RAHALL. I ma understand your concern on vocational educa-
tion, and that is properly placed and a very good suggestion on
that. But as far as revocation of the driver's license, you don't feel
that that would be any incentive to stay in school?

Mr. COLLAZO. That is just like sayingI know people that are in
school, and they can't wait until they get to be 16 years old to drop
out. They already have their minds set on dropping out. Having
your license revokedpeople will go to school, but they will be in
school not wanting to be there, and they won't learn anything.

Mr. RetHALL. But they will stay in school.
Mr. COLLAZO. They will probably stay in school, but what good

does it do staying there and not learning anything?
Mr. RAHALL. You never know what might sink in.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEPPER. You mentioned vocational education. Do you stu-

dents in high school have an opportunity to take vocational train-
ing of some sort?

Mr. COLLAZO. Yes, there are classes like cosmetology, engineer-
ing, mechanical engineeringthings like thatbut they are not fa-
cilitated at every school.

Mr. PEPPER. You think there should be more vocational training.
Mr. COLLAZO. More vocational, and it should be at every school,

not like some people get shipped from another school just to take
that class, and that discourages a lot of people.

Mr. PEPPER. Any other questions?
Mr. HAYES. You dropped out, and, if I understood you correctly,

it was your counselor that did the of convincing you to reenter
school. How long were you out?

Mr. COIJAZO. I dropped out in March of last year, and I reen-
tered school September of the same year. One-on-one counseling is
a great way to do it, because eves y s'_udent needs someone to iden-
tify with. They need a teacher that they can go to and talk out
problems and stuff like that.

Right now, 1 am involved inthe closest I could get to vocational
training is work experience. I leave school early to go to work, and
that has helped me a lot, along with one-on-one counseling that I
get from my counselor.

Mr. HAYES. Part of what this piece of legislation we are talking
about now, H.R. 670, is to provide incentives for kids who have
dropped out to reenter, and this is certainly an important pan
trying to recapture that lost talent that this nation needs.

Even if it means costing more money to the taxpayers in order to
provide this kind of programJ know you are not a taxpayer yet,
unless you are working, but could you see us gcing in that direc-
tion, as Members of Congress, to support this kind of program?

Mr. COLLAZO. Like you were saying, we are the future of Amer-
ica, and so they should invest, or they should sacrifice in order to
get back something.

Another point I want .,0 make: I am not saying I want to go to
school to be entertaiiied, I am just saying I want to go to school to
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learn, and making the learning, not fun, but I want to get the
spirit, I want to want to learn, not just go to school and say, "I
have to lea:n," but make me want to learn.

Mr. HAYES. You are quite different from my grandson, who
weighs roughly 230 pounds now. He has aspirations of becoming a
professional football player, but I tell he could fracture a leg or
knee before he ever got there, so he had better get something else
in mind.

Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much. We appreciate your valuable

suggestions.
Would the last two students, Mr. Roy Carter and Ms. Sharon

Fuller, please come forward.
Ms. Full r, we will hear you first. What have you to say on this

subject?

STATEMENTS OF SHARON FULLER AND ROY CARTER, STUDENTS
Ms. FULLER. I have two kids, and I don't want them to be a drop-

-but, beccuse I'm not a dropout. I started to be a dropout in junior
high school, hanging with the wrong people, got pregnant, and I
saw from that way of life I didn't want my kids to be a dropout.

Mr. PEPPER. WI lo you think so many students drop out?
Ms. FULLER. Because they think school is boring. It is not can to

them; that's why.
Mr. PEPPER. Have you any suggestions as to how we can keep

them from dropping out?
Ms. FULLER. Yes. Make it more interesting for us. Make it fun

for us
Mr. PEPPER. you are in the eleventh grade?
Ms. FULLER. 1., es.
Mr. PEPPER. You are going to continue and graduate, aren't you?
Ms. FULLER. Yes.
Mr. PEPPER. Do you want to go to college?
Ms. FULLER. Yes.
Mr. PEPPER. You are going to try to go to college too, aren't you?
Ms. FULLER. I'm going.
Mr. PEPPER. Good for you.
Mr. Carter, what would you tell us?
Mr. CARTER. Well, I was going to drop out, then my facilitator,

Mr. Blake, came along, and he helped me along. Basically, the pro-
gram Operation Get Ahead is like a shoulder for me to lean on and
keeps me going in school. It keeps me from thinking about drop-
ping out any more.

Mr. PEPPER. Are you in the eleventh grade also?
Mr. CARTER. Yes.
Mr. PEPPER. You are going to graduate, aren't you?
Mr. CARTER. And continue.
Mr. PEPPER. Are you going to go to college?
Mr. CARTER. Yes, and be a computer engineer.
Mr. PEPPER. Have you anything else to add to your recommenda-

tions?
Mr. CARTER. For the rest cf the school, yes. It could be a better

program if we had another part of it called Outward Bound. Out-
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ward Bound would be like a place so they can come and learn more
about survival. Instead of dropping out, they would have something
else to think about and to push for more of them to finish school
instead of dropping out.

Mr. PEPPER. Well, thank you very mi:ch for your valuable sug-
gestions.

Any questions?
Mr. HAYES. Ms. Fuller, you said you have two kids?
Ms. FULLER. Yes.
Mr. HAYES. How long were you out of school?
Ms. FULLER. I was not really out, but I had a tutor come out and

help me.
Mr. HAYES. Wait a minute. Let me understand you now.
Ms. FULLER. I had a tutor. She would come out and help me.
Mr. HAYES. During the period when you were taking care- of your

kids?
Ms. FULLER. Yes.
Mr. HAYES. Now you are convinced that you are on the right

track?
Ms. FULLER. Yes.
Mr. HAYES. How can you transmit what you have experienced to

others?
MS. FULLER. Because staying home is boring. It is the same thing

over and over, and I had enough.
Mr. HAYES. And you want to make sure your kids don't conie up

and drop out of school.
Ms. FULLER. Right.
Mr. HAYES. All right. Keep on keeping on.
Mr. PEPPER. Any other questions''
Thank you very much. You all have contributed very valuably to

this hearing, and we are grateful to you. Thank you all very much.
Now, as often occurs in these hearings, we are running way

behind. I am going to ask the others now, in order to give every-
body a chance to be heard, please observe the requirements that we
initiated in the first instance: Put your statement in the record,
and give us a brief summary of what you have to tell us. We are
very grateful to have you here.

Dr. Nancy Peck, and she will be followed by Ms. Francena
Thomas.

Dr. Peck, we will put your statement in the record. It will be re-
ceived, without objection. Would you give us a summary of what
you can tell us.

STATEMENT OF NANCY PECK, NATIONAL DROPOUT PREVENTION
NETWORK, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI CENTER FOR DROPOUT
PREVENTION

Ms. PECK. Yes, I will summarize.
I am speaking both as the director of the Dropout Prevention

Center at the University of Miami, and also my statements will
come from a national perspective because I am presently the chair
of the National Dropout Prevention Network.

It is important, I think, that we look at it from a national view-
point for a moment, if we can, because think what is happening
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across the country is that communities and school systems alike
are really becoming part of the solution. We have talked a lot
about the problem, we know what the consequences are, and we
know that the solutions are not simple, and therefore ^ are going
to find lots of different answers, and tney are going to reflect the
needs of the different school systems.

You have heard that we do different things in different schools
or in different areas. The rural responses are sometimes different
than inner cities; suburban responses are different as well. Stu-
dents that are writing dissertations on the gifted dropout. These
aren't just a certail kind of students that we can stereotype, these
are arm -a-the-board kids who are dropping out.

I think across this country people are mobilized, and what we
need more than anything else is what you mentioned earlier, a
public awareness on the part of the Federal Government, Congress-
men, to both give resources but to prioritize the issue, to take it
back to their homes and address it, such as you are doing.

Miami has a beautiful example of the kinds of things that are
happening. I think most important, what happened is, dropout pre-
vention became a key word in 1984 and 1985, when most of us
really started working full-time on the issue. We have come a very
long way. One of the things that I think it is important that you
understand is that at first our response was, "Let's put in pro-

; let's put in dropout programs here, and here, and here, and
pro-

grams;
them for extra money." Then, next year, if the money

didn't come through, they might drop out, the programs might end.
But what I really think has happened is that we have dropout

programs, alternative programs, that recognize that kids learn at
different rates of speed, they learn in different ways, and we re-
spect that.

At the same time, we have to understand that the demographics
of the 1990's suggest to us that that isn't going to be enough, that
over 50 percent in our inner cities are going to be high-risk kids,
and so we have to look at the schools, and that is what you have
been hearing from Pat Tornillo and our superintendent.

We are saying we can't just look at patchwork, we can't say
there is something wrong with the kids, our system is okay, there
is something wrong with the kids, and we are going to fix the kids
up, because I don't believe that is realistic. I think we need to fix
the system up and we need to do it in very big ways, and I think
people are starting to recognize that, and we are starting to take
the blame away from the kids and putting it where it belongs, and
that is in the school system.

Even our superintendent has said to you that we need to look at
policies of retention, suspension, absenteeism, grading, and say,
"What is it that we are doing?" This is what a !o of the research is
directed at now, like Wheelock in Boston, Gary Village in Wiscon-
sin. They are saying, "What is happening? How are the schools
contributing to the problem?" We are realizing that, in fact, we are
contributing as educators. So we are looking at policies. We are
looking at the whole idea of school-based management, and I have
addressed all the kinds of things we need to look at.

Time flexibility: Who says that schools should begin at 8 o'clock
and end at 3? We have got to have ways that kids can get credits in



shorter periods of time and longer periods of time, if they need it,
that if they come in the middle of the semester they are not going
to miss the whole semester because they can't get any credits.

It is a very difficult problem that we ale looking at in terms of
pre-school programs. You heard that we have so many pre-school
kids that need, I believe, attention in terms of the whole high-risk
factors and need to have early identification as well as early educa-
tion. I think we are recognizing it, and we are trying to do it. We
don't have the money to go across the board.

For the first time, I think, we are understanding the importance
that we have to evaluate our efforts. For too long we have been
having programs dumping money into them, and we have not eval-
uated.

So I am reading carefully your bill, H.R. 670. I would like to say
that, number one, I do like the idea of it being a partnership. I
hope it doesn't get bogged down in the bureaucracy at the State
level and can go as quickly as possible directly into schools.

I do like the idea that you are asking for accountability and that
you are asking for evaluation. You have built that into the bill,
and I appreciate that.

Also, the amount of money: We can always be asking for more,
but the very fact that you are recognizing and will keep this in the
focus at the Washington level is just extremely important.

[The prepared statement of Nancy Peck follows:]
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Testimony on Dropout Prevention

Committee on Education aim Labor
U.S. House of Representatives

February 13, 1989

MY name is Nancy Peck, I am the Director of the Center for
Dropout Prevention at the University of Miami and Chair of the
National Dropout Prevention Network.

In the last few years, we have become aware of the
consequences of our indifference to the problem of children
leaving school before graduation. In addition to the individual
human lost, the consequences of dependency, unemployment, crime,
drugs and teenage pregnancy are affecting us all.

Across the country, in rural and urban areas alike, schools
systems and their surrounding communities are beginning to become
part of the solution. Through our research, experience and
networking, we have learned much about the problem, the
consequences and the solutions. We have been reminded that as
educators we must provide options recognizing that all students
do not learn at the same rate and in the same way, and that there
is not only one way in which to earn an education. Our
alternative schools and dropout prevention programs at local
levels are addressing this need.

At the same time must push for major systemic changes to
occur within schools. Schools that are designed to serve all
students, including our high risk children. We've learned twat
essential components of these schools include:

Strong principals that prioritize dropout prevention
and invite shared decision making with teachers
prompting collegiality and mutual respect within
the school.

Personalized schools with positive climates so
students won't continue to say that "nobody
cared about them". Schools that recognize and
respond to the myriad of problems children bring with
then to school, demonstrated by programs such
as peer counseling, teacher advisement and adopt a
student.

School policies flexible enough to respond to and
show an understanding for student's problems.
Policies regarding retention, suspension, attendance
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and credit attainment that are designed to encourage
kids to stay in school, rather than alienate them.

Strong career education and work related
components that pie for many students a
smooth transition from the world of school to
the world of work.

Time flexibility so that in some school students can
earn credits at variable rates based on competency.
Where some schools are open earlier, remain open
longer and are available in the summer and Saturdays
for enrichment and remediation.

Extensive preschool programs that recognize that
dropout prevention does not begin in high school,
and that early years are precious years for learning.

Responsive communities that understand that the
dropout problem is everybody's problem; where Private
Industry Councils and corporations are encouraged tc
form partnerships with schools and where human
services are linked with students in and out of
school.

Evaluation of our efforts to find out what works and
why.

I have just visited the South Bronx where I felt as if I was
driving through r war zone. There were signs of devastation
everywhere with burned out buildings, crack houses and disrupted
familien. I euterwd a school (Bronx Regional High School)
that operated lc.e a huge family. ',here people care about one
another, forming family groups that meet regularly Z..cl discuss
students problems and courses are clustered around themes
relevant to their lives. Where babies ate with their mothers at
lunch and were cared for down the hall. Where teenage mothers
are taught parenting skt1ILI and prevention tactics to cope in the
real world. I obseri...d a work co-op program sponsored by a
collaboration of put.lic and private agencies, where students work
one week and go to school one week on a rotating basis, learning
on the job skills, academic skills and employability skills while
renovating a local building that will provide a shelter for
homeless students.

This and ether schools I've visited were places where
student; can earn credits based on competency rather than time;
raim and caring places with strong leaders, motivating and
relevant curriculums, participatory management, high
expectations, and places where high risk students were staying in
school to get their diplomas. In these schools students feel
cared for and are successful and confident. All schools can look
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like this.

We know the problems, the consequences and are lea-ing the
solutions. Now we need the support and the resources to
implement our plans. House Bill 670 demonstrates federal
leadership in the area of dropout prevention. I' pleased to see
that the bill requires partnership from the state and mandater
accountability and evaluation of our efforts.

You are visiting a community (Dade County) that has a school
system with a:

Strong superintendent with & vision.

A teachers union that tries to work cooperatively
with the school system.

School basad management that allows teachers
to participate in decision making.

A community that appears to grow more responsive
each day with corporations like Citicorp, Burger
King, Ryder and Sun Bank that are supportive to
dropout prevention efforts.

Community croups like the Chamber of Cor.erce, Urban
League and the Cuban American National Council who
get involved Al education.

A Private Industry Council that has designed a
program that provides community support services
and counseling to high risk students in 13
high schools.

Though we have a growing dynamic system here in Dade that is
attempting to be responsive to our children at risk of dropping
out of school, we have a long way to go. We need the support of
the federal government in prioritizing this issue, increasing
public awareness and in helping us with the resources to get the
job done.

If we are to continue to be responsive to the demographics
of the 1990's, we must have increased support that includes all
levels of government in collaboration with the public and private
sectors. Educators can not do this job alone. We all own the
problem and we must all work together for the solutions.

Our children are worth it!
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Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Ms. Peck.
Any questions?
Thank you very much. We appreciate what you are doing at the

University of Miami in this area.
Next is Ms. Francena Thomas, chair of the District Advisory

Council on Dropout Prevention, Metro-Dade Policy Department.
Would you file your ,-tatement and give us a brief summary of

your position and recommendations.

STATEMENT OF FRANCENA THOMAS, CHAIR, DISTRICT ADVISO-
RY COUNCIL ON DROPOUT PREVENTION, METRO-DADE POLICE
DEPARTMENT

Ms. THOMAS. Good afternoon. How are vou, everybody?
I am pleased to be here for the Counc... We have been operating

since 1984, and I have three things or so that I would like to talk
with you about regarding this. I have submitted my document, and
I regret that it is hand-written, but I got in Saturday morning as I
came in from out of town, and I spent the night writing it by hand.
So I hope that you can read my writing.

But I want to start out by saying that the District Dropout Pre-
vention Council is a unique creation in that it grew out of a grand
jury's deliberations. The grand jury took up ....s one of its issues the
high dropout rate among particularly minority students at that
time, and they identified being a nation in isolation as the major
problems confronting these youngsters trying to go through school.
Many of them left school, and the number was so high that they
just felt that the system had to respond. The then superintendent,
Dr. Britten, appointed a committee, a council, to be a kind of moni-
tor/overseer of the dropout prevention programs that had come to
the Dade County school system

We found that when we looked at this business and we started
talking, we did go at the programs first, and we did begin to see
where were the bottlenecks and what was happening to children
there, and we asked for many reports. We got the longitudinal
study on dropout prevention. We are now in the midst of having
the school system create a student survey, a questionnaire, for stu-
dents to tell us why they are dropping out.

We have a m..nber of programs that we have created, and I
would like to mention one that is not in the testimony, and that is
the Ocean Reef experience which brings in the private sector.
Harper Sibley is a multi-millionaire with a posh resort in Key
West almost, and he created a program. He asked me to work with
him on a program, and that was called the Dropout Council. We
created a program that brought in about llo inner-city youngsters
who had earned the right to be there. There are three full days of
activity in behavior, and the main thing these youngsters learn
there is coping skills. I think that is one of the things that we don't
ever think about in the school system, how to teach a youngster
how to cope with life, cope with the difficulties. That is one thing
that happens at the Sibley seminar.

I have to talk with you just a little bit about our recent disturb-
ance. I would just like to mention that I think that the abse:ice of
hope that an education can create was a part of what created that
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disturbance in our community. I think that if people were engaged
in jobs and had things that they would have been able to acquire,
they might have been more engaged in doing those things than
some of the negative behavior we saw displayed.

There were some statements made regarding people believing in
education. We have to understanu that we are dealing with the
issue of self-esteem, and self-esteem comes from self-confidence, and
self-confidence comes from being able to be involved in successful
experiences where you achieve something. A lot of our youngsters
have never achieved anything, and very few of them have been
told how valuable and how unique and how special they are.

I would just like to give you a little sketch of two neighborhoods.
A child from a middle-income neighborhood comes to school. He
leaves home. Sometimes the mother is at home. Most of them are
working these days, but even then it is a very nice neighborhood.
The areas are wP11 patrolled by police; there is some degree of
safety assured. The lawns are very nicely manicured. The garbage
is picked up regularly. His environment tells him, if nobody else
ever says it, this youngster from the middle-class background is
told all day, every day, "You are valuable; you are important; look
at all the good things we do for you."

Then we look at this child, and we say he goes Martha's School,
just for the heck of it; I don't want to name any. But here is an-
other child in another neighborhood, a low-income neighborhood.
This child--the vast majority of them come from homes where the
mother may work at a minimum wags: jot), lr she may be on wel-
fare, or we see them on some other form of public assistance. The
neighborhood is a breeding ground of drug:elated deaths and vio-
lence. The child lives an unsafe life. He is prey to gangs and those
who are older. Police are there primarily to arrest law-breakers.
There are few recreational areas and not very well managed when
they exist. There is missing equipment. Missing equipment is the
order of the day. There are few single-family homes in this neigh-
borhood, mostly one-room flats and concrete jungles owned by
equity landlords. Zoning codes are willfully violated, and if he sees
grass it is very minor, very little, very sparse.

You take this child. He also goes to Martha's School, and he
must compete with the child from the other neighborhood on the
same level, with the same degree of responsibility for passing all
the tests, and we ask, "Why is this child failing?" It starts with the
environment. It is not just the school, it is not just mother and
daddy, it is the environment. It are the conditions of life, the qual-
ity of life issues that we must impact.

So I just want to have that sketch understood, that we must
watch what we are asking children to do. I think it is remarkable
that so many of them get through with flying colors, given that
kind of dichotomy in terms of where they come from and what
they have to endure.

I also would like to point out one other thing to you. I like your
bill. H.R. 670 is a beautiful thing t- behold. But I must ask that we
examine whether or not we should be putting all of the money on
the end group instead of on the beginning. I think that we need to
look at the youngsters who are beginning school, because what we
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are doing on the high school level is curative, and what we ought
to be doing is preventive.

I don't want you to change the curative, I just want to see some
emphasis given to other schools and other grades being able to
pursue some of those funds. For example, I believe that one of the
things we ought to be doing is to have an ungraded portion of
school. I think we ought to disabuse ourselves of the notion that all
kids are ready to learn at age 6 and that they go to first grade at
age 6, because we have data that tell us that if a child is retained
even one year it causes him to have four out of five chances of
dropping out.

I hope I said that statistic correctly. But I think the message I
am trying to get across is that retention causes the child to drop
out more readily than nonretention. So if we can get a youngster
where he does not have to deal with the business of being retained,
and being ridiculed, and being ostracized because he is in that
grade, if we can extend that ungraded portion until the child
learns the threshold skills he needs for first grade, he can have a
more effective progress through the grades.

What I am saying is that early success in school is the best
means of preventing dropouts. If you let him be successful, you let
him learn how to read very early, you will find that he will do very
well.

I have one other thing, Congressman Pepper. We have in our
council a motto. It says, "Is it good for our children? Is it good for
children?" What that means is, whatever we are doing, is it good
for our youth? We are trying to put the onus back on adults to
become the role models they need to be for youngsters, to become
cognizani, of the impact that every adult has on children.

I think that what we fail to remember is that the guardianship
of our children should be society's highest calling, because they are
too small, too powerless, and too unknowing to protect themselves
from renegade and uncaring adults.

So we ask to have a campaign, a campaign that starts talking to
adults about what they are doing in front of children, what chil-
dren see them doing, because they are going to adapt the behav-
iors. All I am saying is that we are the ones that set the stage.

I think your bill is good for children. I think that what the Dade
County school system is doing is good for children. I just believe
that we have got to be more cognizant of the fact that people mind

' that which is watched. So the evaluation element is highly effec-
tive and appropriate, and it needs to be, if anything, expanded to
more of the programs.

very helpful to us.

all come up to the front, please. Dr. Marvin Dunn, director of the
Academy for Career Education, associate professor, Florida Inter-
national University; Mr Uuarione Diaz, president and executive di-

Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Ms. Thomas. You have given
us a new slant on this subject which is valuable to us.

Any questions?
Mr. HAYES. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Ms. Thomas. You have been

Ms. THOMAS. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Next is Dr. Marvin Dunn. This is a panel. Will you
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rector, Cuban-American National Council; Mr. Raul Martinez, ex-
ecutive director of Aspira; and Ms. Marci Lindemann.

Dr. Dunn, we are pleased to have you. Please give us your state-
ment and a brief summary of what you have to say.

STATEMENT OF MARVIN DUNN, DIRECTOR, ACADEMY FOR
CAREER EDUCATION, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, FLORIDA
INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

Mr. DuNN. Certainly. Congressman. Thank you for the onortu-
nity to make a statement this afternoon.

I am the principal or director of an alternative high school here
in Dade County for youngsters who have either dropped out of high
,chool or who have been identified as being at extreme risk of
dropping out of high school.

We have 140 students. This is a community-based program which
operates under a contract with the Dade County school system. We
have grades 9 through 12. On any given day, 92 percent of our stu-
dents are in school. Since we began eight years agowith Federal
help, I might addall but three of our students nave passed the
State assessment test.

Our school r very trauitional school in many ways. It empha
izes academic performance above all else. We have a waiting list

of some 80 students to enter our program. It is a totally voluntary
program, incidentally.

In our eight years of working in dropout prevei:tic n, I have come
to the conclusion that dropout prevention cannot be solved in isola-

n I ha le revizIwed the hill before tl-- -ommittee, before the com-
,y, a ad Ifeiore the nation, and I see it as a ho-hum piece of

lc, ,ati,r. which probably will not have any ultimate effect on the
long-term problems involving dropout paTention.

What must happen is that the social decay and deterioration, vio-
lence in our inner cities, particularly, must be addressed in a com-
p
drehensive

fashion beyond what this piece of legislation is able to
o.
Of utmost importance is the problem of family disintegration. If

we were to educate to the fullest every student who comes into our
progra-i, we are still faced with the uncomfortable reality of
having to have those students go home every night to some of the
most ho,-!endous conditions that you can imagineindeed, which I
am sure you know as Members of the Congress.

I wish to submit several recommendations which I think perhaps
could extend beyond the parameters of the legislation under con-
sideration but which I think are appropriate if we are really going
' address the problem in some meaningful way.

rhe difficulties in the ghetto are pretty simple. There are not
enough men who live there, not enough good men who live there.
Three weeks ago, I had an article published in the Miami Herald
which outlined several steps which I think begin to address this
problem and I think also directly the dropout prevention problem.
WE must raise this need to have black men return to the ghettos,
es')ecially black men. We must raise that cause to a naticnal level.
Wo must get young educated black men, in particular, to return to
the ghettos as mentors, particularly to single-parent families.
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I would love to see a program in which young black men coming
out of colleges and universities around our nation feel called upon
to return to the black community for two years of national service,
during which time they would pay no income taxes, wok. -I be pro-
vided free housing, and would serve as mentors to 8, or 10, or 12
families of single women.

A ghetto child should know that, perhaps he doesn'.. have a
father, but for one or two days of the week a black male, a positive,
strong, black male would be available to help him, to care for him,
to guide him, to do the things for that child that many of us, of
course, wish we could do for our children if we were not so busy.
This is critical. We have got to find alternative family structures to
address the disintegration of the black family in the inner cities.

Second, ghettos should be razed and replaced with affol.dable,
comfortable housing which is managed by community-based groups
and not the Federal Government. With the exception of national
defense, the Federal Government has been perh.:ps most inept in
the area of managing public housing. It should be turned c-,er to
community-based groups who can set the standards for who can
live in these houses and who can be much more stringent in their
standards than can the Federal Government.

Really, the housing should be clustered so that 20 or 30 single-
parent families can live together and support each other in rearing
the children, that these mentors could be available to work with
these children, particularly with respect to education and the im-
portance of keeping children in school.

Family counseling centers that deal with some of the problems
that our young people face and problems that their parents face in
trying to rear them under these circumstances would be available
in these communities.

As far as all of these services are concerned, particularly the
clustering of families so that single mothers can have help and
helping each other to rear their children, that is a condition of
living in V.ese comfortable community-based, community-controlled
housing units, that women would agree to forego welfare payments.
AFDC has been that; welfare in general has been the most devas-
tating and negative impacts in the course of our country's develop-
ment.

Finally, very briefly with respect to schools in particular, I wound
submit that t is absolutely necessary for inner-city schools to be
open more than they are, that indeed it would be extremely helpful
if some schools in some high-risk, high-crime areas could have
housing on campuses for score staff members. This would dramati-
cally reduce vandalism, would have available to students warm,
caring, effective teachers, would br, in on normal school hours.
People who agree to teach and work in schools in ghettos with high
dropout rates would also receive certain tax rebates or tax incen-
tives for doing so, in addition to the availability of free housing.

Finally, I would submit that if we are going to attack the prob-
lem of dropouts, it is absolutely necessary that sc.lools assume a
much more active role in so doing and that that role as we now
conceive it be expanded such that a lot of social and psychological
services that children and their fami"es need be provided.

Thank you very much.

7r.,
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Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Dr. Dunn. You have made a
valuable contribution.

Next is Mr. Guarione
Mr. Diaz, would you put your statement in the record end please

give us a lor'-4" summary of your recommendations.

STATE' GUARIONE DIAZ, PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE
D TOR, CUBAN-AMERICAN NATIONAL f.',OUNCIL

Mr. Du . good afternoon. My name is Guarione Diaz, and I am
president the Cuban-American National Cor

Council is a private, nonprofit, nation _panic organiza-
tion that provides a variety of services to indi ...uals in need, and
we are actively engaged in educational issues and dropout preven-
tion.

First, I would like to thank the committee for inviting me to tes-
tify before you and, more importantly, for your concern with the
educational betterment of all Americans. We don't think it is nec-
essary 'A) restate many statistics already available that clearly indi-
cate this country is facing a serious educational crisis and that mi-
nority groups, particularly Hispanic's and blacks, are primarily af-
fected by it.

Instead, it may be better to point out chat this is one of the few
issues around which t-nere is a developing consensus in America. It
does not really matter whether this concern for better education
arises from the sad realities of disadvantaged children in our
family or in our community or from a love of .hildren in general,
but perhaps in the realization that our own economic system and
competitiveness in world markets is beinn, seriously effected by un-
educated and undereducated citizens.

After years of neglect and experimentation, we are finally con-
cluding that we need to teach cur students to read, to write, and to
count before we set more complex ant debatable goals, that private
industry is reaching the point of either becoming basic educators or
else engaging in blatantly discriminatory hiring practices, and that
the future social and human costs of illiteracy and school desertion
far outweigh the massive deployment of educational resources now.

I sen.F w., are close to reaching those conclusions, if we haven't
already, but in spite of it we may not be equally sure of how to
solve our current educational problems in a speedy and cost-effec-
tive fashion.

Let me then, in summary, share my views on this matter. Fi `, I
believe we need a national commitment, a clear national win to
prioritize education from now until the twenty first century; two.
we need to share that will with all Ameri,an through a rational
'nedia and every institutional network until the issue becomes an
obsession or to the point of boredom if need be; thirdly, we need an
explicit commitment of public resources for a ten-year period, if not
legislatively at least through an ex:lioit declaration of this Con-
gress and the executive branch; fourth, we mast immediately pass
initiatives such as the bill H.R. 670 introduced by Congressman
Pepper and help every school and school system where children are
not learning or r . even staying in school; and, finally, we must
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require the involvement of private institutions in the generation of
new educational resources.

The Cuban-American National Council joins this subconarnittee
and Congrese in your ( Torts to improve the nation's high school
completion rate, hopefully not as a ;year goal or as a complementa-
ry legislative measure but as a top national priority of all Ameri-
can leaders.

Thank you very much, and I will submit my testimony.
[The prepared statement of Guarione Diaz follows:]

7 4
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GOOD MORNING:

MY NAME IS GUARIONE M. DIAZ AND I AM PRESIDENT

OF THE CUBAN AMERICAN NATIONAL COUNCIL.

THE COUNCIL IS A PRIVATE NON-PROFIT NATIONAL

HISPANIC ORGANIZATION. WE PROVIDE A VARIETY OF SOCIAL

SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS IN NEED, AND APE ACTIVELY ENGAGED

IN EDUCATIONAL ISSUES AND DROPOUT PREVENTION.

FIRST, I %0ULD LIKE TO THANK THE COMMITTEE FOR

INVITING ME TO TESTIF' BEFORE YOU, AND MORE IMPORTANTLY

FOR YOUR CONCERN WITH THE EDUCATIONAL BETTERMENT OF ALL

AMERICANS.

I DON'T THINK IT IS NECESSARY TO RESTATE THE

MANY STATISTICS ALREADY AVAILABLE THAT CLEARLY INDICATE

THIS COUNTRY IS FACING A SERIOUS EDUCATIONAL CRISIS: AND

TEAT MINORITY GROUPS PARTICULARLY HISPANIC AND BLACK ARE

PRIMARILY AFFECTED BY IT.
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INSTEPZ, IT MAY BE BETTER TO POINT OUT THAT THIS

IS ONE OF THE FEW ISSUES AROUND WHICH THERE IS A DEVELOPING

CONSENSUS IN AMERICA.

IT DOES NOT REALLY MATTER WHETHER THIS CONCERN

FOR BETTER EDUCLiION ARISES FROM THE SAD REALITIES OF

DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN IN OUR OWN FAMILY OR COMMUNITY,

OR FROM A LOVE OF CHILDREN IN GENERAL, OR FROM THE

REALIZATION THAT OUR OWN ECONOMIC SYSTEM AND COMPETITIVENESS

IN WORLD MARKETS IS BEING SERIOUSLY AFFECTED BY UNEDLCATED

AND UNDEREDUCATED CITIZENS.

AFTER YEARS OF NFGLECT AND EXPERIMENTATION WE

ARE FINALLY CONCLUDING THAT:

1) WE NEED TO TEACH OUR STUDENTS TO READ AND

WRITE AND TO COUNT, BEFORE WE SET MORE COMPLEX AND DEBATABLE

GOALS,

2) THAT PRIVATE INDUSTRY IS REACHING THE POINT

OF EITHER BECOMING BASIC EDUCATORS OR ELSE EN''"Ial IN

BLATANTLY DISCRIMINATORY HIRING PRACTICES, AND

-2-
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3) THAT THE FUTURE SOCIAL AND HUMAN COSTS OF

ILLITERACY AND SCHOOL DESERTION FAR OUTWEIGHT A MASSIVE

DEPLOYMENT OF EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES NOW.

I SENSE WE ARE CLOSE TO R2ACHING THOSE CONCLUSIONS,

IF WE HAVEN'T ALREADY.

INSPITE OF IT, WE MAY NOT BE EQUALLY SURE OF

HOW TO SOLVE OUR CURRENT EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS IN A SPEEDY,

AND COST EFFECTIVE FASHION.

LET ME THEN IN SUMMARY, SHARE MY VIEWS ON THIS

MATTER:

1) FIRST, WE NEED A NATIONAL COMMITMENT, A CLEAR

NATIONAL WILL TO PRIORITIZE EDUCATION FROM NOW UNTIL, THE

21ST CENTURY,

2) SECONDLY, WE NEED TO SHARE THAT WILL WITH

ALL AMERICANS THROUGh OUR NATIONAL MEDIA. AND EVERY

INSTITUTIONA:, NETWORK UNTIL THE ISSUE BECOMES AN OBSESSION ..

OR TO THE POINT OF BORED3M, IF NEED BE,

-3-
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3) THIRLLY, WE NEED AN EXPLICIT COMMITMENT OF

PUBLIC RESOURCES FOR A TEN YEAR PERIOD, IF NOT LEGISLATIVELY,

AT LEAST THROUGH AN EXPLICIT DECLARATION OF THIS CONGRESS

AND THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH,

4) WE MUST IMMEDIATELY PASS INITIATI'ES SUCH

AS HR BILL 670 INTRODUCED BY CONGRESSMAN PLPPER, AND HELP

EVERY SCHOOL AND SCHOOL SYSTEM WHET' CHILDREN ARE NOT

LEARNING, OR NOT EVEN STAYING IN SCHOOL, AND

5) WE MUST REQUIRE THE INVOLVEMENT OF PRIVATE

INSTITUTIONS IN THE GENERATION OF NEW EDUCATIONAI RESOURCES,

THE CUBAN AMERICAN NATIONAL COUNCIL JOINS THIS SUBCOMMITTEE

AND CONGRESS IN YOUR EFFORTS TO IMPPOVE THE NATION'S HIGH

SCHOOL COMPLETION RATE, HOPEFULLY, NOT AS ONE MORE GOAL;

OR AS A COMPLIMENTARY LEGISLATIVE MEASURE, BUT AS A TOL,

NATIONAL PRIORITY OF ALL AMERICAN LEADER3.

-4-
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Mr. PEPPER. Thank you. You have made an 'mportant contribu-
tion to our hearing, Mr. Diaz. We appreciate it.

Mr. Di Az. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much.
Next we will hear from Mr. Raul Martinez. He is the executive

director of Aspira.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Good afternoon, Congressman.
Mr PEPPER. Give us your statement in the record, and give as a

brief summary of your recommendations, please.

STATEMEN't OF RAUL MARTINEZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. ASPIRA

Mr. MARTINEZ. Good afternoon, Congressman Pepper and com-
mittee members.

I am here before you representing Aspira of Florida. My testimo-
ny will focus on the role of community-based .organizations and the
issue of dropout prevention and retention. I will also be speaking
on behalf of the Aspira Association, which was founded in 1961 by
a group of concerned citizens and community leaders and profes-
sionals in New York City who met to discuss back then the alarm-
ing dropout rate of Hispanic students and the socio-economic condi-
tions of the Puerto Rican community. Through their efforts then,
Aspira was formed as the first nonprofit organization in the United
States dedicated to encouraging and promoting education and lead-
ership development among Latino youths.

In the 28 years they have followed, Aspira has expanded offices
to the State of Illinois in Chicago; to the State of New Jersey in
Trenton, and Patterson, and Jersey City, and Camden; to Philadel-
phia in Pennsylvania; tc Carolina in Pue.to Rico, arid, most recent-
ly, here to Dade County, Florida, in 1961.

Throughout our programs at the national level, we have assisted
14,000 Hispanic youth Over 3,000 of these youth are placed in post-
secondary education Currently, Aspi a of Florida operates a school
dropout prevention leadership dev ,lopment program in Dade
County, and through the assistance and cooperation of the Dade
County public school system we operate an Aspira Club in 12
junior and senior high schools.

The uniqueness of the Aspira Association is not limited only to
Hispanic youth We not only serve a large amount of all the sub-
groups of the Hispanic population thi ighout the Aspiras, but we
also serve at least 30 pei cent of non-Hispanic youth mainly from
Haitian and ethnic American descr'cit

This past year, Aspira of Florida documented a 98 percent reten-
tion rate among its Aspirantes and a 77 percent placement of stu-
dents in postsecondary education, 90 percent of all of our students
are classified as high risk with 10 percent serving as positive peer
role models.

In 1985, the Office of Educational Accountability of Dade County
Public Schools documented that, of all the students dropping out,
44 percent were Hispanics That study did not go into detail on
why they were dropping out From our own studies and experi-
ences, there are several key factors here. grade retention of one or
more years, economic seed, language differences and difficulties,
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alimation attributed mainly to low self-esteem, and what 1 consid-
er to be life within a cycle failure.

Just to summarize then our recommendations for this committee,
distinguished Congressmen, Aspira offers the following set of rec-
ommendations: a serious analysis of policy of grade retention, espe-
cially for non-English-speaking students and gre -ter innovation in
scheduling small groups of students who are fa.ling classes to be
placed with peers of their own age; a national youth employment
policy which would include emphasis on muntorships, scholarship
incentives, and career counseling; a firm commitment to bilingual
education with the necessary resources and proper training of
teachers as well as increased programs fog English proficiency fo:
adults; policies that involve Hispanic parents in the educational
programs of their children; and, lastly, the educational policy to
provide for more individual contact with students by teachers,
counselors, and adult collaborators from community-based organi-
zations.

I guess the bottom line here is that community-based organiza-
tions offer a unique opportunity to address this issue. The Aspira
Association has been addressing the dropout issue since the early
1960's. Our individualized approach, our community-based ap-
proach to the problerrs that affect the youth who are dropping out
provide a natural incentive for the school system.

I guess what I am saying is that the schools cannot do all the
work themselves. The issue of dropouts is really not only a school
issue but a community responsibility, and community-based organi-
zations provide the means to cooperate in working partnerships.

Your bill is supported by Aspira of Florida, Congressman Pepper.
We would like to recommend that the bill also be structured to in-
clude community-based organizations that have established a track
record in preventing kids from dropping out of school arid pushing
them on to college.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Raul Martinez follows:]

7 C
t
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Good morning. Congressman Agustus F Hawkins and Committee
members My name is Raul Martinez and it is an honor for me to

come before this hearing and legislation to improve the Nations
High School completion and retention rate

I am testifying before yoL on behalf of ASPIRA of Florida, Inc ,

a Hispanic community-based organization in which I serve as
Executive Director Besides holding a Masters of Science Degree
in Education from the University of Bridgeport I have over
seventeen (17) years df community organizing experience which
extends itself from the inner-city of Rochester, New York to the
urban and rural _nvironment of Puerto Rico and most recently to
South Florida. where I have been front line outreach worker with
Youth gangs, in South Miami Beech

Allow me to also introduce the organization I represent, ASPIRA
of Florida, Inc ASPIRA's mission is the development of a better
educated more community concious youth Central to this mission
are three major goals designed to prepare our youths as the
future leaders of our community

Civic Pride
to develop the leadership potential of Hispanic youth
and to foster a commitment to dedicate their skills
to the advancement of the community,

Self-Esteem
to motivate, orient, and sist Hispanic Youth in

their intellectual, personal, and cultural
development through counseling and educational
services.

Advocacy
to advocate for greater access to quality education-
al leadership programs and opportunities

ASPIRA of Florida firml' :eves in the development of other
minority youth and to th A it also commits its efforts and
resources

ASPIRA of Florida is a r.mber of the National ASPIRA Association,
Inc , which was founded in 1961 by a group of concerned community
leaders and professionals in New York City, who met to discuss
the alarming drop-out rate of HisPan.- students and the social
and economic conditions of the Puerto Rican community Through
their efforts, ASPIRA was forwd as the first non-profit
organization in the United States dedicated to encourag ng and
promoting ede-etion and leadership developmen among Latino
Youth In the ensuring twenty-eight (28) year, ASPIRA has
expandedto include Associate of ices located in Washington D C
New York City. Newark, Jersey City, Pate son, Camden. and Trenton
New Jersey, Philcdelphia, Pennsylvania; Chicago, Illinois.
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Carolina. Puerto Rico. and most recently Dade County Florida. founded
in 1981 Its programs assist n average of 14.000 youths annually. over
3.000 of these young Latinos are placed in postsecondary educational
institutions each year through the assistance of ASPIRA

Currently in Dade County. ASPIRA operates a School Drop-Out Prevention/
Leadership Development program with community ba_ed outreach components
of youth gang prevention and early awareness. substance abuse and AIDS
education. a Public Policy Leadership Program and a Hispanic Community
Mobilization Project for Dropout Prevention The ASPIRA PROCESS mandates

%olastic approach to improving the educational and personal development
participant youths and family members With the cooperation of the Dade
Count), Public Schools. ASPIRA maintains its programs in twelve (12)
junior and senior high schools targeted because of their high dropout
rates, students over population, low counselor pupil ratio. insufficient
or lack of Hispanic counselors, as well as fur other characteristics that
render the students to be identified as "at risk- The uniqueness of the
ASPIRA Association is that we not only serve individual of all Hispanic
subgroups but a.so non Hispanics as well ASPIRA of Florida this past
year (fy 17-88) documented a 98% retention rate and a 77% placement of
student. in post-secondary institutions Its demographic break down
consisted of 70% Hispanic and 30% Haitian and African American
At least. 90% of the students served are considered at-risk with the
other 10% serving as positive peer modtls The focus of MY testimony
today is not to overwhelm you with frightening, statistics regarding the
school dropout rate and its relation to the future of our country I

know. Congressman. you fully understand and grasp the enormity of the
situation The pending legislation Bill HR 670 before the House Com-
mittee on Education and Labor is a guile for action I rather trust
to highlight some areas of concern that in particular affect Hispanic
youth and the Hispanic community

In 1985. according to the office of Educational Accountability for the
Dade County Public Schools. 44% of all school dropouts were Hispanic
The reasons for these youth dropping out are not detailed in their sta-
tistical abstract However, studies that have been conducted in recent
years in Dade County and our own observations and experiences indicate
several key factors in explaining the Hispanic school drop out

1. grade retention of one or more years
2. economic need
3 language difference/difficulties
4 alienation/atributed to a low self esteem
5 life within the 'cycle of failure"

This i3 not to ignore other tactors such as academic failure ef-c , as
profiled in the identification of potential dropouts
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The practice of repeating an entire school grade for failing to have
learned and passe. the subject material is not a new phenomena, nor
shonld its detrimental consequences on a child ka a startling relev.zion
to us As far back as 1909 when Professor Leonard Ayers conducted the
first study of high school drop outs in the U.S.. he found the single
leading factor of why kiss drop out to be "grade retention". The rapid
erJtional. psychological and phyqical cnanges children experience from
one year to the next require that policy makers and educators be more
sensitive and accomodatir6. With more and more Hispanic immigrant
children entering our Florida schools every year. we cannot afford to
continue using this Practice as a method to teach the child A fifteen
year old in the sixth grade with eleven year o.. Peers will not remain
in school for very ?ong

The economic realit' of Hispanic femilieL places heavy pressures on
their youth, especially the male teenager Male Hispanics drop out for
such reasons in greater numbers than any other group Tne traditional
values and sex-role expectations of Hispanics need to be understood in
the context of real economic hardsh:Ps Even with Hispanic families that
do not suffer Pove; .y, the financial burden to support those "extras" for
the family (e g ;acond car) are inordinately Placed on the Hispanic
male 'Mile work , xperience programs impiemented at the school level
are war, important additional programs need to boa created which provi,e
(A) mentorship by ar adult at every work ( scholarshiP or bonud
incentives if the student remains in school ,C) iseling on career
choices that bridge the gap between the realities ,f cur technological
market world and the student's often mistaken illusions of the job
market

In the :950's a high school drop out still earned 98% of the average
income of a graduate. Today it is estimated that a high school graduate
will earn Se" .30 more in a lifetime than a drop out

Partnerships be'4een employers. the schools and programs implemented
by community-bases' ,Inizations and private agencies fo.- students need
to be prcmoted anc endorsed by a national youth employment policy which
Congress should enact

While there may be some today who wish all toreign-speaking People
in the U.S would disappear, the fact remains that we ,ire becoming a more
mixed Population with Hispanics becoming the fastest growing miAorit:-
Milingual education 'raj made the transition to learning in the English
language more effective Proficiency in English is a goal all Hispanics
treasure and we endorse such initi-"ives as the English Proficiency Act
However, our hispanic children suffer and experience academic failure if
they are exited from bilingual programs before they are ready fo be
immersed in an all English classroom Such a practice onl ves to
promote academic felure and frustration Hispanics need to a assured
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that our federal government is committed to Bilingual Education at the
same time that more research needs to be conducted and Improvements made
in these Programs Likewise, parents and adults who do not themselves
speak English need to have more language programs funded and made avail-
ale'- to them

True outreach to the Hispanic parent must also be the cornerstone to
every educational initiative if it is to be successful in retaining our
students Theie should not be any contradiction in a policy that
respects the unique linguistic and cultural patterns of a community and
cc"comitantly promotes the learning of the English language

Boredom and alienation are often cited as re." -Ls 'or dropping out
of school among all ethnic groups A 1984 Grand .Jury investigation of
school drop outs Dade County re-confirmed tiis impression by the drop-
outs themselves What to do about this lack of ider'' fication with the
school, its teaJhers, programs, activities and value_ is a disturbing
questAon Perhaps our ans ar can be found in what Hispanic students
described as the missing link for them in school, i e someone who
ccred" national study sponsored by The National Commission on
Sec,ndary Education Zor Hispanics. which included Miami, Hispanic youths
cited not having someone they coul... relate to. confide in, who cared for
them in school as a stark and lonely reality ducational policies that
increase teacher-pupil ratio, that do not allow for less paper work and
more student con'act hours by counselors, that do not allow for student
involvement in extra curricula activities unless a certain grad. Point
average is maintvined, that do not prioritize the hiring of more Hispanic
counselors. 211 discourage the human interactio' and basic "Tiring" for
our ztudenta

One of the primer,' advantages community-based organizations provide
schools with are those extra role models and caring adults that reach out
to the students

Our schools cannot any longer afford to be understaffed and over-
Populated if we are to effectively reach and relate to our s:udents We
cannot blame the student for being turned off" we must institute pro-
grams that will motivate and involve the student at a prsonal level

In summary. Aspire offers the following set of recommendations and
Priorities

(1) A serious analysis of the policy of grade retention
especially for in-English speaking students, and
,reater innivation in scheduling small groups of
students, who are failing classes, to be placed with
Peers their owl age.
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(2) A national youth employment policy which would in-
clude emphasis on (a) mentorships (b) s_aoldrship
incentr/es (c) career counseling,

(3' A firm commitment to bilingual education with the
necessary resources and proper train ng of teachers.
as wc'l as, increased programs for English proficiency
for aoults,

(4) Policies that involve HisPanic parents in the edu-
cational programs of their children.

(5) Educational policies that pro,ide for more individ-
ualized contact with students b.: teachers, counselors.
and adults collaborating from community-based organ-
izatilns and agencies

In addition. Aspire believes that policy makers at all levels must
recognize and become sensitive to the increasingly diverse Hispanic pop-
ulations of our communities especially Florida The changing demo-
graphics no longer indicate a homogeneous Hispanic culture in iAde
County. A recently arrived Nicaraguan child a Puerto Rican Youtn from
New York. and a Cuban-Aoerican student all bring very values. expec-
tations and learning styles that schools must apPreci _e in order to
tailor more effective classroom teaching

As a nation we are chall tged by the devastating effects and waste
of human and economic potential caused by our high school drop outs
Because of its wire consequences to all. we cannot continue to deal with
the issue as a purely educational one delegated only to the schoc's
Community - based organizations. especially Hispanic and minority -runned
ones. have long been concerned and have played a crucial role in assist-
ing youths and parents Partnerships with CBOs should be mandated in
any legislation regarding the prevention of school drop outs

The Stowing minority populations represent an underdeveloped na-
tional resource that will become increasingly important to our nation's
economic ?olitical. and military strength As the mainritY populltinn
ages We must begin :: adopt policies to current and future demographic
realities that will ensure a quality of life that all our peoples can
enjoy
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Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Martinez You 11.ve been
very 1'r ipful to us. We appreciate it.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Any questions?
Thank you very much.
Next is Ms. Marci Lindemann, the 1987 Teacher of the Y ear.
We are honored to have you, and we would appreciate your put-

ting your statement in the record and giving us a summary.

STATEMENT OF MARCI LINDEMANN, 1537 TEACHER OF THE YEA _

Ms. LINDEMANN. I have placed my prepared statement in the
record and provided 20 copies for your careful perusal.

My name is Marci Lindemann. I am a language teacher at Ely
High School in Pompano Beach, Florida, which is in neighboring
Broward County.

Congressman Raba 11, for your edification, I am also a graduate of
West Virginia Universitymy degree in secondary education in
English and Spanish there.

I will, in light of time, refer to some notes that I have made as I
have listened to everyone who has testified in this hearing today
First of all, I do need to say also that I am actually speaking in
representation of tne National Education Association and that the
NEA strongly supports the Sc-hool Completion and incentives Act,
H.R. 670, sponsored by Representative Claude Pepper. We believe
that proc"..ams funded under this act make a significant differ-
ence in the lives of students served and ultimately in our nation's
continued success.

One of the questions that we asked or you all asked, as I feel a
part of itwe asked the students, the teachers, the business repre-
sentatives as they came upwas reesous for students dropping out.
J would like to share with you a few of my thoughts and then very
briefly six or seven case studies of st!'dents who have been in my
clasqroom.

First of all, I would also like to make reference to a term "pu-
shouts" as opposed to "dropouts," for some of the p&licies and pro-
cedures that we have practiced for too long seem to me to leave
some students no liternative other than to leave the school system,
these being inflexible structurs,s; enormously large class sizes; regu-
lations or policies that keep students stuck in the classroom and
prohibit them from participating in any of the activities which
these young people indicated we -e very important to their appre-
ciation of the school system and giving them fewer fewer rea-
sons to stay on; fru::,atior low-grade ( low academic achieve-
ment which continues an, continues and continues; poor reading
abilities; dislike of school r dislike of teachers, discipline problems
within the school that students don't understand why they can't be
compensated for; early pregnancy; and I would like to refer to--I
brought all my paperwork with me.

The National Center for Edacational Statistics, part of the U S
Department a Education, says that each year as many as ' 2 mil-
lion femalcs drop out of school oecause of pregnancy There is an-
( oer cite here: in 1983, 60 percent of all teens who hid babies did
trot complete high school; almost 20 percent had not completed

8C
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ninth gd ade. For the teen parent, this lack of schooling job skills,
and work -,1;perience translates into half the lifetime earrings of a
woman wao waits until she is 20 to have her first child.

Often, again then, besides the early pregnancy, the need to enter
the work force, and that may be to buy the automobile or to help
support a family with a single-parent home who actually needs as-
sistance.

Some of the students with whom I work personally are the chil-
dren of parents with low educational achievement or children from
broken homes. Some of them have been victims of abuse or neglect.
Many have poor self-concepts and do not see school completion as
the road to future success.

The strength of the bill that you are sponsoring is the funding
partnership idea. I just returned from t week in Washington with
Close-Up, during which time I was privileged enough to witness the
vote on the Floor of the House regarding the pay increases. I did
this with 16 students from my school. I would like to tell you a lot
of things, but I really do want to keep this brief. In listening to
President Bush's address Thursday evening, students felt a great
deal of ownership in the idea that education was ri Ationed in this
primary speech, one of the most significant moments of this new
presidency. They felt very much that in that way they were ad-
dressed, that if public education was addressed, that that was
them.

Another par` of the bill that I find strong is the evaluation and
accountabili y and the idea of sharing what works here so that it
might work there, and, again, recognizing that everything that
works in Minnesota won't work in South Florida. But the idea
then, again, of setting that Federal priority to say to our students,
whether they are pre-first, whether they are middle school stu-
dents, wherever you are from. or high school students, or postsec-
ondary, that education is a Ksiera! priority not just a local priori-
ty.

Some of the things that I would also like to point out that the
funding can provide for usand this is various and so ndry pro-
grams but some things that I wanted to mention as I went through.
Peer counseling programs ha.:e been very successful in the school
where I work. I just read in the Washington Post about a peer me-
diation program that is being used in sorlz,, the inner-city schools
in the District area, where students alone, without administrators
witout teachers, without parents, without outside counselors, are
doing some of the mediation of, you know, this student is upset
with this student, and so they are sitting down together and allow-
ing some of those things to be worked out.

Multi-cultural awareness programs for the students and for
teachers who are now facing a different demographic group of stu-
dents than they have ever seen before in their lives and do not
know how to deal v ith them; equity in education; drug prevention
rtograms. I like the concept of the learning styles and teaching
styles idea. For so long we were taught that there was one way to
teach. Now we are learning that there are so many ways to learn
that we need to t::ach in many ways as well, so that we have more
chances of reaching each student in the classroom. Magnet pro-
grams, and activities, and so on.

8
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At the elementary level, the Pride in Performance Program is
putting L sense of pride in !earning into the schools, and that is
something that we have up in Broward County as well.

Our Partners in Excellence Program is also one that has been
very successful in bring the business into the classroom and taking
the classroom into the business area.

So one more point that I would make is on a program that is also
at my school which is called the Southeast Consortium for Minori-
ties in Engn,eering. We have identified a group of students. The
school at which I teach is set in, I guess you could call it a low
socio-economic level location. We have a vast diversity of students.
This program has identified a group of students who normally
would bottom out, not necessarily drop out but not excel. They
have identified those students and grouped them together in some
special programs providing two real basic things, I think, a lot of
outside activities, a lot of exposure to things in the real world, and
a great deal of support. That means that there is a classroom open
in the school after the school hours with a teacher, and that gang
of kids can get together and talk about whatever they want to.

chose are the kinds of things that this funding package can pro-
vide for, and I applaud your efforts, and I will gladly answer any
questions anybody has.

[The prepared statement of Marci Lindemann follows:]

8 L''
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Marci Lindemann, ,a Leacher from Ely H]04 testifying on behalf

of the 1.9 millionmember National Education Associat)on which

represents professional and support education employees

throughout the nation in elementary, secondary, vocational, and

nostsecondary schools. I appreciate this opportunity to speak to

you today about an issue of critical importance to our nation's

future: the need for federal aasistance to address the problem of

falling high school completion rates.

NEA strongly supports the School Completion and Incentives

Act, H.R. 670, sponsored by Rep. Claude Pepper. We believe

programs funded under this act would make a significant

difference in the lives of students served and ultimately in our

nation's continued success.

The Need for the School Completion and Incentives Act

The high number of students who do not complete their formal

education through t.,e high school level is 3 serious problem in

the United States today. Nationally, the dropout rate is

estimated at 3G percent. But this national averar'e figure masks

t')e severity of the problem in the inner city, among

disa aged students, and among minorities. According to a

1985 report of the National Center for Education Statistics

(NCES), some 23 percent of all white students fail to graduate

from high school; among American indian/Aliska Natives, the rate

is 33 percent; amcng Blacks, the rate is '7 percent. Alarmingly,

Hispanics fail to complete secondary education at a rate twice
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that of whites. More than 50 percent of Hispanic youth dropout

before high school graduation.

Most of our nations; largest cities have dropout rates far

higher than the national average: 45 percent in the District of

Columbia, 43 percent in Chicago and Boston, 42 percent in Los

Angeles, almost 31 percent in New York City, and 29 percent here

in Dade County. However, this is rot a problem confined to some

urban ghetto of barrio. In 19.7, Florida ranked second after

Louisiana in posting the highest dropout rate among the states:

almost 39 percent.

Mr. Chairman, the vast majority of these students who fail co

complete their education face limited economic prospects

throughout their lives, for themselves and their families. As

importantly, their frustration is a part of a true crisis .n our

nation. The system is failing for a full third of a generation.

From an economic perspective, from a social perspective, and from

the standpoint of a democratic society that thrives on an

informed populace, we cannot afford to treat this generation as

if it were expendable.

There was a time in our nation's history when literacy was not

as essential as it today. Within the context of a wide array

of high-paying jobs in the manufacturing sector of our economy,

it was possible for individuals to find jobs and prosper with

only a limited educational background. But as we change from a

manufacturing into an Information society, we can no longer

afford the luxur" of al.,owing these young people to slip tniough

...he cracks. Not only are new jobs more concentrated in the

aJ (
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information and service areas, as opposed to manufacturing, even

the responsibilities of jobs in the manufacturing sector are

becoming more complex as decision-making moves from a top-dow;,

r,del to on-site and bottom-up mJdels.

In addition, just as hese new demands on workers have

implications for the continued survival of our economy, our

ability as a nation to meet these challenges has serious

impl -ations for the survival of Social Security and other

retirement systems. In 1950, 17 workers paid the benefits of

each retiree. By 1992, only thee workers will provide the furls

for each retiree.

Causes of Dropouts Problem

The failure of so mary of our young people to finish scncol is

not the result of a single cause. Among the reasons student-

tnemselves cite for leaving school are frustration with poor

academic acnievement, poor reading aoility, dislike of schuJ1 o,

teachers, discipline problems, early pregnancy, or the need

enter t.e workforce. Many dropouts have few internal ur external

incentives for pursuing academic goals. Some are the ch,ldrer of

parents with low educational achievement, some are the child nom:

of broken homes or victims of physical or psychological abuse er

neglect. Many suffer from a poor se11.-concept or do not see

school c;mplecion as the road to future cccess.

Because of he wide array of causer for dropping out, our

educational system needs a comparally wide array of programs to

address the needs of those students. Early ilentification of

potential dropouts matched with programs to meet their
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social, and educational needs is an essential element of any

successful dropout prevention program.

In recent years, there has been a muve among the states to

raise standards for high school graduation. NEA and .ts

affiliates have been enthusiastic supporters and partners in such

efforts with state legislatures and at the local school district

level- But fat too few of these actions to raise standards have

been coupled with a corresponding ot-Altn in programs to help

students meet these higher standards. It 3tands to reason that

those who were not making it in the first place have an even more

difficult time meeting greater expectations.

Programs designed to help students keep pace with their peers,

including federal Chapter 1 compensatory education proy_ams for

disadvantaged students, have seen a marked decline in financial

support at the same time the ptIblic is demanding higher

standards. At present, less than 40 ptrcent of students eligible

to participate in Chapter 1 programs currently receive services.

And Chapter 1 programs repre-ent the share of resources

devoted to remedial education.

Another important factor, given the high dropout rates among

Hispanics, is the inadequ'cy of bilingual education programs. At

present, fede,:ally funded bilingual educatiun program serve only

about one-tenth of the students with limited proficiency in

English. Admittedly, there are a number of state and locally

funded bilingual education programs, but there remains a

tremendous gap between the number of students whose primary

language is not English and adequate programs to help students
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gain English language skills without losing ground in academic

subjects.

A comprehensive dropout prevention program must also include

full support for programs that help young children at the

beginning of their school experience. Extending access co

quality ch.ld care and early childhood education programs,

including Head Start, is proper'y viewed as part of a

comprehensive dropout prevention strategy. Relatively small

academic difficulties in the elementdry grades tend to snowball

into insurmountable problems at the secondary level.

Therefore, the first step in addressing high school completion

rates is full support for existing programs that get at the core

causes of school failure. And yet, at the same time, we need a

program specifically designed to meet the dropout problem head-

on.

Provisions of the Act

Despite the fact that some federal, state, and local programs

to address the dropout problem already exist, the problem has

grown 'o severe that it needs a strong national policy, such as

the School Completion and Incentives Act. H.R. 670 would allow

for local flexibility to meet local needs and circumstances.

What is best for Louisiana with a 45 percent dropout rate may not

be the best approach for Minnesota with a dropout rate of a

little more than 9 percent.

The School Completion ana Incentives Act would authorize $50

million in planning funds for fiscal years 1991 and 1992.

Recognizing that a substantial commitment of resources is needed,
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the Act would provide Si billion each year for fiscal years 1993

tnrougt 1999 to make grants for state-based plans to increase the

high school completion rate and to support dropout prevention

strategies in local school districts. State involvement would be

assured through the requirement that each state submit plans for

reducing the dropout rate and through the requiring of matching

funds and in-kind contributions. By the year 2000, it would be

the policy of the United States that every American should

complete the requirements for a high school degree or its

equivalent.

NEA strongly supports the provision that at least 411 percent

of the funds allocated under the Act would be provided to

individual schools with high dropout rates, low aggregate

achievement, or at leai,t 30 percent poverty enrollment. Clearly,

this approach targets funds to those areas where there is the

gredtest need, and by providing funds directly to local school

districts the SCIA recognizes the importance of local autonomy

in addressing this national problem. In addition, by submitting

evaluations to the National Diffusion Network, this legislation

would build in a mechanism for sharing successful dropout

prevention strategies.

We commend you, Mr. Chairman, for your willingness to exert

leadership in this important area. NEA looks forward to working

with you as we work to extend educational and economic

opportunity to all Americans.

Thank you.
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Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much, Ms. Lindemann. We appreci-
ate your contribution very much.

Now we have two more witnesses. One is Dr. Barbara Gothard,
director of corporate relations of Burger King Corporation.

Is Dr. Gothard here?
Ms. GOTHARD. Yes, I am.
Mr. PEPPER. Wovld you please make it brief. We are running

late.
Ms. GOTHARD. I understand that.
Mr. PEPPER. We will place your written statement in the rt,cord.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA GOTHARD, DIRECTOR, CORPORATE
RELATIONS, BURGER KING CORPORATION

Ms. GOTHARD. I will try to keep it brief as possible but give
you an overview of why a corporation that is probably more well
known for flipping hamburgers than for most anything else hap-
pens to be involved in the support of education.

When you realize that we have within the domestic confines of
the United States some 5,000 restaurant:- and in those restaurants
we hire probably 250,000 people a year, and of that number 70 per-
cent of them are between the ages of 16 and 24, I think ynu can
begin to see why Burger King felt that education was a very natu-
ral area for us to focus on.

We started first in a program that I just simply call Where Al-
truism Meets Self-Interest, and I believe some of your staff mem-
bers already have copies of the scholarship programs that we began
four and half years ago at Burger King, one of which is simply
called The Coeducational Assistance Program, and it is designed as
an educational e.nployee assistance program to allow the people
who work in the restaurant or the crew members to earn up to
$2,000 toward their postsecondary education. It gave us an opportu-
nity for recruitment, and it also gave them an opportunity to in-
crease their educational level.

One of the things that we are most excited aboutand I did
bring a videotape which is about nine minutes long, and I don't
know if you will have time to see it this afternoon, and, if not, I
would be glad to send a copy to each of you, because the program
that we are embarking upon right now is being done in conjunction
with an organization called Cities and Schools, which you may or
may not be familiar with.

Mr. PEPPER. We would be glad to have it.
Ms. GOTHAP. Okay.
Cities ant ochools is a nonprofit organization that has about a

ten-year history of being very successful with the at-risk student.
Burger King will develop a series of Burger King academies which
will be alternative schools for at-risk students throughout the
United States. I think it is a true sign of a partnership in which
the business community, the education communitynamely, the
Dade County public schoolshave joined us in this venture in pi-
loting it here in Miami, and the Justice Department has funded a
number of these programs to be built in the futurenamely, ten at
this point. I think that when you have business, and the communi-
ty, and the school district, and the Government all wcrking togeth-
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er to set up programs like this, that is going to be the answer over
the long haul.

So I know this has been a very long period of time for you. I ap-
plaud your efforts, because I think that without people like you
making the effort to come forward and put in place legislation,
that a lot of our young people are going to suffer drastically in the
future.

I would like you to continue to enccurage the business communi-
ty specifically to not only become involved by word of mouth but
also by putting some funds and Nome resources behind these pro-
grama, maybe in terms of matching grants, with the Federal Gov-
ernment, and I would just like to echo what Dr. Fernandez said
this morning in terms of tackling the problem from both ends,
meaning that we know that we have high school dropouts who are
those people who are currently in the midst of the problem, but we
can stem the problem if we start at the other end and attack the
pre-school programs and provide funding and other sources for
them.

With that, I will conclude my statement.
Mr. PEPPER. Dr. Gothard, we appreciate your being with us and

the help of your company.
Ms. GOTHARD. You are welcome.
Mr. PE?FER. We know what it means to our community.
Ms. GOTHARD. Thank you.
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you very much.
We have one witness now, Ms. Charlotte Greenbarg, who is going

to make a brief statement, and we welcome it very warmly.
Ms. Greenbarg.

STATEMENT OF CHARLOTTE GREENBARG, PRESIDENT, DADE
COUNTY COUNCIL PTA/PTSA; FIRST VICE-CHAIRPERSON, DADE
COUNT Y COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN, NORTH
DADE, FLORIDA

Ms. GREENBARG. Thank you, gentlemen and Congressman
Pepper. I really appreciate your ailowing me to do this.

We are sorry we don't have a PTA policy statement here, be-
cause we didn't know that you had a bill.

Mr. PEPPER. She represents the Dade County PTA.
MS. GREENBARG. Thank you.
I am president of the Dade County Council PTA. We have over

58,000 members. We are the coordinating uait for all of the local
units in the PTA. As I said, we don't know about your bill because
we didn't know then, are going to be hearings. We would have
been delighted to havP :,,viewed it and brought you an opinion.

Not to scold you out just to show you what perception is, we hear
this morning from Mr. Tornillo and Dr. Fernandezwho are very,
very supportive of our involvement, by the waythat that is cru-
cial. The crux of this is the parental involvement, working with the
businesses, working with the schools. Yet the message, the percep-
tion that one might have gotten by not being informed of the hear-
ings is a mixed message. It is, "Yes, we want parental involvement,
but we didn't tell you about the hearings." That is the problem
with the kids. We see the schools every day. That is the problem.
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They are told we care about them, but when it comes to coordinat-
ing activities and looking at the very, very goodand when schools
are very, very good, they are very, very good, and when they are
bad, they are horrid. When we tell them we are, and yet when we
know what we have to do and don't do it, that's a mixed message.
When we uun't set the exampie, that is a mixed message.

If we could get a copy of the bill, we would be delighted to look
at it and have the County Council take a look at it.

We would suggest that your evaluation component is crucial. If
you don't have outside, independent evaluation of a program, you
are never going to know if it works or it doesn't work.

We also suggest that we need to coordinate very carefully what
is out there, because you have heard of a myriad of programs in
the time that you have been here. There is a lot more out there.
Coordinate what is there; find out what is working and what is not
working. See where you can consolidate and save some money; that
is a very important part of the issue.

I thank you for allowing me to speal. impromptu, as it were.
Mr. PEPPER. We thank you.
Are there any questions?
Thank you very much, Ms. Greenbarg. We appreciate it.
I ask unanimous consent that the record may remain open for a

period of five days to admit the statements of those unable to testi-
fy today. Is there objection?

The chair hears no e, and the record will be kept open.
I want to tha g distinguished colleagues for tieing here

today. I think we ve heard some very valuable testimony that
will be very helpful to your committee as you try to find the solu-
tion to this critical problem of education in or country. I am very
grateful to each one of you for your kind attention in coming here
today. Th^nk you very much.

[Whereupon, at 1:09 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional rnP.terial submitted for the record follows.]
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Testimony by Roberta J. Arena

President

Citicorp Savings of Florida - Citibank Florida

Before the House Committee on Education and Labor

Subcommittee on

Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education

On the Dropout Problem

February 13, 1989

Miami, Florida

Good morning.

I am Roberta Arena, President of Citicorp Savings of Florida and Citibank
Florida. I am pleased to speak to you today on behalf of Citicorp and our more than
2,500 employees working in 10 separate businesses throughout Flonda.

Senator Pepper, we share your deep concern about the dropout problem. We
encourage the schools, government, the private sector, parents and, yes, students
themselves, to work together to battle this scourge. We applaud your commitment to
this fight and w3 appreciate the opportunity to discuss dropout prevention with you
today.

Citicorp has a long-standing national commitment to improving the public
education system Throughout South Flonda, Citicorp businesses donate thousands
of dollars and irvest countless hours in support of organizations which promote quaiity
education.

9c
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Like any business, we benefit from the fact that the public education system
graduates many superb students who are highly qualified to enter thG jo*G market in
entry-level positions.

But the increasing problems and growing numbers of the high school dropout
and those students still in school who are considered to be "at nsk" of dropping out are
cause for concern, cause for concerted action

As you know, and as you have heard today, the dropout statistics are
toghtening.

To look at the numbers for a moment from a business perspective, $100 billion
is spent on education annually making it the largest industry in the United States
Obviously, if any other large U.S industry reported a ?5 percent product rejection rate,
that industry :Amply would soon be forced out of business

In past decades, when Amenca's economy was dominated by its industrial
base, we could reconcile ourselves to the dropout problem by consoling ourselves
with the thought that mast students who drop out could at least enter the workforce as
"blue collar" workers.

But those industnal blue collar jobs are being replaced by service industry jobs
with different colored collars, requinng different, more demanding skill sets Today, the
vast majority of dropouts do not possess the skills necessary to hold modern entry-
level jobs.

Instead, as we have heard, these youth tend to dm from school and into
unemployment lines, welfare rolls and pnsons.

How does 'his escalating problem affect Citicorp? Why are we concerned?

As an employer, we are concerned about the quality of the labor pool from
which we will draw tomorrow's new hires.

As a provider of financial services in an ever-changing, ever-more-sophisticated
marketplace, we are concerned that our customers can wnte a check, balance their
checkbook, understand a loan disclosure statement and manage their savings and
investments to their optimum advantage.

And as a corporate citizen, taxpayer and an association made up of more than a
thousand individuals, we are concerned about maintaining and improving the quality
of life for our families in the communities in which we live and work

At Citicorp, all entry-level, full-time positions require a high school diploma or a
G E D as a minimum qualification for employmen . The same requirement is true for
most major corporations Throughout tht country, entry-levei positions requinng
mnimal basic skills are fast disappearing in banking and just about everywhere
else
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The teller who 15 years ago needed to know how to operate an adding
machine now must be able to operate a computer terminal and service and balance
an ATM. The back-office customer service representative, who 15 years ago would
have had two weeks to wade through boxes of paper to answer a customer inquiry
now must be able to navigate through various computer screens instantaneously while
talking to a customer at the other end of a toll-free telephone line. The mortgage
account executive who 15 years ago needed to know how to calculate the cost of a 20-
year fixed-rate home loan now must be able to advise customers of the cost of dozens
of fixed-rate and adjustable rate 'oans with varying terms and clomp costs.

What will happen to today's unskilled dropouts in such an ever-changing
technological environment?

Luckily, the educational system does not have to meet thin challenge alone.

Business needs to help, wants to help and is helping

Business involvement in education has become an accepted and sought-after
practice.

Dade County Public Schools has been acknowledged as a leader in fostering
business - education partnerships. Business partnerships in the battle to combat the
dropout problem are not a new concept, of course. But what is new and critical to the
success of these joint dropout prevention efforts is how we are working together to
devise new and constructive ways kr businesses to participate in a meaningful,
effective way.

In the year-and-a-half since Citicorp Savings of Florida decided to focus its
educational activities on dropout prevention we've undertaken a variety of initiatives
Some cost more than others, some relied more on volunteer support than money.
Some were designed to educate the general public about the dropout problem, others
were designed to assist school system staff working on the problem. Some programs
and projects we originated; others the school system brought to us.

Briefly, here are some of the things we've done:

We created and launched the Citicorp Success Fund, a $50,000 mini-grant
program to fund innovative grassroots dropout prevention programs
administered by teachers, administrators and community-based organizations.

We conducted an intensive bi-lingual public educational campaign to inform the
public how to identify a student at risk and where to turn for assistance and
counseling.

We had each of our local branches adopt a neighborhood school and focus
their partnership activities exclusively on students at risk.

We joined task forces and committees at the local, state and national level

We helped Dade County Public Schools publish a compendium of available
dropout prevention programs and projects.

And there's more.

What's the bottom line for us?

1 0 u
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We believe we made a difference.

The school system certainly has made us feel like we've made a difference

We have the satisfaction that comes from working to help others We've been
able to leave our branches and meet hundreds of marvelous kids and scores of
dedicated teachers, We've learned a lot about our community, our neighbors,
ourselves and our fellow workers.

The collective investment in dropout prevention made by the businesses
represented on this panel is significant in terms of bcth time and mane/ Other
businesses may not have the time nor resources to make as large a commitment

Educators ought to be prepared to provide businesses with alternative
strategies for becoming involved and businesses committed to the issue ought to go
out and recruit others to lend their support.

We hope that, as you suggested in your introduction to H.R. 670, Senator
Pepper, that President Bush's plans to make his the Education Presidency will mean a
mobilization of the resources necessary to eradicate the dropout problem.

Our efforts must be farsighted. The dropout problem has a long history; it calls
for long-range solutions and long-range funding commitments. If you agree that there
can be no higher educational priority, tnen as legislators, you must be willing to
support more than a one-year or even four-year plan if we are to be successful. If you
can make that commitment, then educators neea to ow held accountable to establish
and meet goals, to coordinate dropout prevention efforts with existing programs and to
involve the private sector.

We agree with you, Senator Pepper, that dropouts add to the budget deficit
Allowing this problem to continue costs our nstion dearly. Is it not fair then, to suggest
that the best guarantor for the safety, security and well-being of our nation's future lies
with a well-educated, well-prepared arid highly productive workforce?

Senator Pepper, your unwavering crusade for the nghts of the elderly has made
Flondlans proud. We are most fortunate that you now are lending your expertise and
leadership to the dropout problem.

Citicorp Savings wholeheartedly supports your commitment. We join you in
urging the members of the Education and Labor Committee present today and your
colleagues in Washington to pay now by supporting funding for dropout prevention
programs ... for we will have to Aay a far greater price later. By investing in our youth
no ., we are investing in our o'..illective futures
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